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Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are used in gas turbines to reduce the metal temperature for
a given operating condition. The temperature drop in the TBC can be exploited by running
the engine at a higher firing temperature leading to greater fuel efficiency and/or increased
durability. Eventually TBCs spall off. One of the contributing factors to the failure in any
TBC system is the surface geometry change of the interface commonly known as Bond-coat
rumpling. Though rumpling is a three dimensional behavior, previous efforts of studying
rumpling were mainly two-dimensional and/or lacked the 3D quantification of surface
geometry change. In this study, rumpling of bond-coats have been investigated using 3
advanced 3D imaging techniques, namely 3D SEM stereo-photogrammetry, X-ray computed
tomography and optical coherence tomography. The standard procedures of each of these
techniques have to be modified and optimized to be applicable for the study of TBCs and in
particular rumpling. The modifications are discussed in detailed and the fidelity and
repeatability of the optimized methods are verified and improved where necessary. The
existence of rumpling in MCrAlY systems has been definitively proven and three
dimensional characterizations were performed to gain insights on the typical behavior of
surface change. In addition, rumpling under the TBC was first examined non-destructively
and the effect of the top-coat is examined. Finally, bond-coat rumpling was shown to be a
potential metric for assessing damage in TBC systems and predicting the remaining life
nondestructively when using OCT.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Thermal barrier coatings; Application and anatomy
Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are used in gas turbines to reduce the metal temperature for
a given operating condition. The temperature drop in the TBC can be exploited by running
the engine at a higher firing temperature leading to greater fuel efficiency and/or increased
durability.[1,2]
A typical structure of a TBC consists of four layers shown in Figure 1-1.[1]

Figure 1-1 the anatomy of TBC[1]

A) Substrate:
The Substrate is usually a Ni-based or Co-based super-alloy which is designed to
have hollow channels to facilitate air-cooling from the inside. Such a design can
1

create a temperature gradient across the component wall. 5 to 12 additional
elements are added to these single-crystal or polycrystalline super-alloys for
property enhancement including high temperature strength,[1] oxidation
resistance, hot corrosion resistance and ductility.
B) Bond-coat
The bond-coat is a metallic layer with a thickness of up to 150 microns and has
oxidation resistance properties. Two main types of bond-coats are currently used
in thermal barrier coatings . MCrAlY bond-coats ( where M stand for Ni or Co or
both) are usually deposited using plasma spraying such as air plasma spraying
(APS) or low-pressure plasma spraying (LPPS). This type of bond coat is then
main focus of this work. Another type of bond-coats is the aluminides of Nickel
and Platinum which are deposited using electroplating along with diffusion
aluminizing or chemical vapor deposition (CVD). These types have radically
different structure and behavior and will be discussed further in this study.[1]
C) Thermally grown oxide (TGO)
Under the high operating temperature of the engine, resulting in the bond-coat
temperature to reach 700 C and above, a third layer of a thermally grown oxide is
formed. The thickness of this layer can reach up to 10 microns.
D) Ceramic top-coat
Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 (YCZ) is the material of choice for the top coat as it has
high thermal-expansion coefficient
(6.4

a relatively low density

), a hardness of about 14 GPa and a high melting point (about

2700°C). Looking at the phase diagram of the YSZ (Figure 1-2), one can note that
2

addition of 7 to 8 weight percent of Y2O3 can stabilize the

-phase, the most

desirable one for thermal barrier coating applications. [1]There are two major
types of deposition techniques for the top coat which create different
microstructures :
1) Air plasma sprayed (APS) TBCs
2) Electron beam vapor deposition (EBPVD) TBCs

Figure 1-2.Phase Diagram of YSZ.

The difference in microstructure of TBCs based on their depositing methods has been shown
schematically in Figure 1-3.[3]
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Partially Stabilized Zirconia

Partially Stabilized Zirconia
TGO (

TGO (

Bond Coat

Bond Coat
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Super alloy
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Figure 1-3. Structural Difference in EBPVD and APS samples[3]

1.2 Failure mechanisms of thermal barrier coatings
There are various mechanisms observed for the failure of thermal barrier coatings. Figure 1-4
outlines these failure mechanisms. Generally these mechanisms can be outlined as:[1]
I)

Cracking at Bond Coat/ TGO interface

II)

Cracking at TGO /Top Coat interface

III)

Cracking within the top coat at crests

IV)

Cracking within topcoat at valleys
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Figure 1-4. Failure Mechanism in TBCs[1]

This work primarily focuses on the investigation of surface geometry of the bond-coat. It can
be seen that if the surface of the bond-coat undergoes geometry change can be a contributing
factor to the failure of thermal barrier coatings. The surface geometry change of the bondcoat is known as rumpling in thermal barrier coating community. We first provide a concise
literature review of previous efforts of investigating the rumpling and discuss the limitations
in these previous studies.
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1.3 Literature review on rumpling
Because the two types of bond-coats already discussed that is Ni(Pt) aluminide and MCrALY
have different surface morphology and structural characteristics as shown in Figure 1-5, each
will be discussed separately. In investigating previous efforts 3 major aspects are discussed in
particular: 1) The measurement or imaging technique 2) Quantification method (if there is
any) and 3) whether the surface was polished before initial measurements.

(A)

(B)

Figure 1-5.Types of Bond-coat and their microstructure difference

1.3.1 Rumpling of Ni (Pt) aluminide bond coats

Primary efforts of bond-coat rumpling analyses were done by Clarke et al [4,5], Jordan et al.
[6,7] and Panat and Hsia [8]. In addition, some efforts investigated the compositional change

during rumpling.[9]
Clarke[4] first looked at the polished surfaces of Pt (Ni, Al) using 2D scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images. This study was merely qualitative as the SEM could not provide
6

quantitative surface information. He qualitatively showed the presence of rumpling by
providing SEM images of the roughening of the bare bond-coat samples having no top coat.
He also showed that the effect is limited to cyclic heat treatment and doesn’t occur in
isothermal heating. Panat and Hsia [8] on the other hand performed the same analysis on
polished and unpolished samples in addition to stylus profilometry on both type of coatings
and reported rumpling in both cyclic heat treatment and isothermal one. In an effort to
quantify the rumpling Clarke and Tolpygo [5] then performed image analysis on the series of
SEM images of the cross sections of the samples. The samples had again polished surfaces
and they used 2D RMS roughness for quantification. They also demonstrated top view
images of the bond-coat to show the qualitative roughneeing already discussed. At the same
time Jordan et al [6,7] looked at the Pt (Ni,AL) samples using scanning white light
interferometry. They looked at both grit blasted and unpolished surfaces and extracted 2
surface measures of RMS roughness and tortuosity to investigate rumpling putatively
however the analysis was still remained two dimensional.[3] They also investigated samples
that have been bond-coated on both sides and then with TBC deposited on only one side. To
do rumpling analysis under the TBC they used 2D cross sections and scanning white light
interferometry was used for the bare bond-coated side. This allowed them to be able to
investigate the effect of the TBC on the rumpling for the first time. [10]Also study of both
polished and unpolished surfaces, they observed a much narrower range of life time in the
grit blasted samples which could be attributed to the fact that they had consistent initial
surface geometry.[10] They also recorded a continuous increase in the amplitude of rumpling
after thermal cycling. The effect of temperature and dwell time on the severity of rumpling
and effect of thermal cycling vs. isothermal heat treatment were also discussed by both
7

Clarke et al [11]and Jordan et al [3] but the quantified information was limited to two
dimensional characterization of rumpling and only tortuosity and RMS roughness were used
as surface characterization parameters. In 2008 Clarke started to quantify the rumpling in Pt
(Ni, AL) coatings using an optical interferometer and started to extract Area ratio in addition
to RMS roughness and Tortuosity for quantification. [12-14]In that effort they also
investigated the effect of addition some other elements to the bond-coat such Hafnium (HF)
Yttrium (Y) and Carbon (C). They showed that addition of carbon can increase the rumpling
while Hf and Ytrrium can decrease rumpling. [15]The RMS roughness and tortuosity
remained 2D and the only three dimensional parameter was area ratio. The surfaces were also
polished and did not have the initial roughness. In their later work [14] they add 3D RMS for
the first time and used the same imaging technique. The samples were initially polished in all
of the 3D analyses done by Clarke at al.[4,5,11-14,16-17] Summary of the most significant
analyses of the Pt (Ni,Al) bond coats , along with the imaging technique and quantification
procedures are summarized in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1.Summary of previous effort of rumpling analysis in Pt (Ni,AL) coatings

1.3.2 Rumpling analyses of MCrAlY bond-coats

The rumpling in MCrAlY bond-coats is not as well-established and researched. The primary
works on these bond coats were done by Jordan et al [18]they first showed the rumpling in
rough MCrAlY systems qualitatively and investigated the effect of internal oxidation.
[18]They also quantified MCrAlY bond-coats using SEM cross sections and calculated the

average roughness value, Ra for rumpling quantification. Panat and Hsia [19] used
profilometry for the same analysis. However their analysis was more qualitative using SEM
top views of MCrAly bond-coats a nd quantification was limited to the amplitude change of a
polished surface. The most recent effort on MCrAly bond-coats were done by 3D methods of
confocal photo-stimulated microspectrometry (CPSM) by Mercer et al [20] and X-ray
9

computed axial tomography by Zha et al.[21] (Micro CT). Both efforts failed to show
rumpling on MCrAlY sample. Mercer [20] only used images for showing rumpling with no
quantification and reported such effect only when a modified step cycling is used. They
mentioned that rumpling does not occur in usual isothermal and cyclic heat treatments. They
also used polished bond coat surfaces. Zhao et al [21] showed no significant rumpling in
MCrAlY bond-coats and used RMS roughness for quantification. Table 1-2 summarizes all
efforts to investigate rumpling in MCrAlY systems along with the imaging techniques used
and the quantification procedures that were used.

Table 1-2. Summary of rumpling studies in MCrAlY bondcoats
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Chapter 2

Methods and experimental procedures;

As mentioned in the introduction three imaging techniques are employed in this study. This
section provides the details of these techniques and modification procedure that have been
implemented to meet the needs for rumpling measurements.

2.1 3D SEM – Stereo-photogrammetry
2.1.1 Introduction

Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) are extensively used in material science as a
characterization tool. SEM micrographs have been qualitatively used to characterize the
surface geometry of a specimen using the secondary electron (SE) mode; however, these
images are basically two dimensional, lacking quantitative depth information. Since the early
days of the availability of SEMs, efforts have been made to extract the three dimensional
(3D) information from SEM images SEM-based 3D imaging offers major advantages
compared to other methods. [22-29]SEMs have a large depth of field [26,29],which makes it
possible to have features at radically different heights in focus simultaneously. The lateral
resolution and signal to noise ratio in SEM images are also much better than optical methods
[29]. In addition, there is no mechanical contact in SEM imaging, which makes it a proper

instrument for very rough surfaces [29] with steep valleys and overhangs - such as the bond
coat surface in thermal barrier coatings, which have been the motivation for this work.
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Several SEM-based 3D imaging techniques have already been developed, such as Focus Ion
Beam (FIB) tomography [30], shape from shadows[31,32] and stereo-photogrammetry [2226,28], the latter of which will be discussed in detail in present work. The stereo-

photogrammetry technique requires computationally intensive image processing, but the
presence of fast computers in recent years has resulted in more interest in this method [33]. A
general stereo-photogrammetric technique consists of 3 stages [33,34]
-

Acquiring images of the same area of the specimen at 2 or more perspectives

(referred here as Acquisition stage)
-

Matching acquired images to find points corresponding to the same position

(referred as Matching stage)
-

Extracting the third dimension based on projection geometry and obtaining the

3D model
(Referred as depth extraction stage)
There are certain challenges and difficulties at each of these stages which can bring
uncertainty to the final reconstruction result [35]. In this study, each of these steps is
explained in detail. Sources of error and uncertainty are fully reported, and their effects on
the final result have been demonstrated. In addition, certain procedures are introduced to
reduce the errors at each step, and the improvement has been verified by comparing the
variation in surface parameters of the 3D images of the same area before and after such
remedies. Also, Back-scattered secondary electron (BSE) mode of an Everhart-Thornley
detector [36] (ETD) has been used for the first time for the high fidelity reconstruction,
especially where SE images suffer from charging. Finally, a modified procedure is introduced
to quantitatively record the surface geometry of any SEM sample. SEM photogrammetry is
12

already used in various applications ranging from material science [37,38]to dentistry[28], and
the availability of these new procedures can enhance the fidelity of such measurements.
2.1.2 Sample preparation and other imaging techniques

Disk-shaped (2.54 cm in diameter and 0.32 cm thick) specimens investigated in this study
consisted of a 50-micron thick low pressure plasma sprayed MCrAlY (Ni–20Co–20Cr–8Al–
0.5Y wt. %) bond coating on a PWA 1480 Ni-base super alloy substrate. Bond Coat surfaces
are quite rough, including deep valleys and overhangs. Samples were initially marked in the
center using an FEI Strata 400 Focus Ion Beam with an “L-shaped” pattern using two
rectangles. The length, width, and depth of the milling were recorded for examining the
accuracy of reconstruction. Figure 2-1 shows an SEM micrograph of the pattern. Using the
crosshair of the user interface of the instrument, the point where the two rectangles meet on
the lower side shared by both rectangles has been chosen as the center of field of view. In
SEMs for which the user interface doesn’t offer crosshairs, a mark on the monitor can be
used alternatively. We note here that all the important advantages that come from the use of
this mark might be achieved by other marking systems such as indentation; however, we
were unable to find indentations after they were made on the rough surface of the bond coat.
We were also unable to definitively find the same native features after removing the sample
from the microscope for thermal cycling. Samples with smoother surfaces or with more
distinctive features might produce similar improvements in repeatability as achieved here
with other marking systems if they can be made to work. The FIB mark is ideal in a number
of respects as will be discussed subsequently in this study.
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Figure 2-1 L shaped FIB pattern in the center of the sample.

Before SEM stereophotogrammetry was applied to these samples, other surface imaging
techniques were applied to the specimens. Scanning white light interferometery (SWLI) was
employed using Zygo’s New View 5000 profilometer, and Atomic Force microscopy (AFM)
was tried using Asylum Research MFP-3D-BIO atomic force microscope. Both methods
failed to produce highly accurate and repeatable results.
In the case of SWLI, the surface could not be reconstructed due to missing information at
various locations, which for the current samples was in excess of 35% of the area. The
missing information was believed to be due to the lack of returned light from areas with very
steep sides leading to multiple reflections. As for AFM, the presence of high mountains and
deep valleys made it difficult for the cantilever to accurately record the surface information.
The AFM field of view is also fairly limited (90 microns by 90 microns from the instrument
cited), whereas areas of up to a square millimeter have been reconstructed with nanometer
resolution [39] using SEM photogrammetry.
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To obtain SEM images for reconstruction, FEI quanta FEG 450 and JEOL 6335 FESEM 016
were at first used because they offer a higher negative tilt(-13 and -5 degrees) angle than the
FIB(-2 degrees). The FEI quanta FEG 450 was preferred as it offers the option of an internal
CCD camera and larger negative tilt angle (-13 degrees). All images, unless otherwise noted,
were taken with the FEI quanta FEG 450 in the back scattered electron (BSE) mode. For each
area of interest, the image acquisition and reconstruction were performed multiple times in
order to examine the repeatability of results. Different magnifications (ranging from 100X5000X), different working distances (5mm-20mm), and different tilting angles (+/- 5to +/-12
degrees) were tested for optimizing the process for the studied samples.
2.1.3. Optimized SEM Photogrammetry Technique: Challenges and Remedies

As discussed earlier, SEM photogrammetry has 3 stages. The challenges associated with each
of these stages and suggested remedies to overcome them are fully explained below. The
effect of the remedies are also explained and quantitatively demonstrated.
2.1.3.1 Acquisition stage
At this stage, SEM-micrographs are to be obtained from different perspectives of the same
area. Since the detectors are stationary in an SEM instrument, multiple perspectives are
obtained either by eucentrically tilting the stage or by rotating a specimen which has already
been mounted with a tilt angle on the SEM stub and choosing a correct scan rotation. The
latter technique is applicable in cases where the instrument has some restrictions for
maximum negative and positive tilt. The authors have used an FEI quanta FEG 450 SEM
machine which doesn’t have such limitations. However, they have also had experience in
using the JEOL 6335FESM where the maximum negative tilt angle could not exceed 5
15

degrees. The tilt angles, in both positive and negative direction, have to be at least +5 and -5
degrees [40], and in the case of flat objects, larger tilt angles can yield better results [33].
Therefore, in cases where the required tilt angle is larger than the instrument limit, rotation of
an already tilted sample is more effective. Other ways of acquiring images at different
perspectives are also available [35], but tilting has been the most common one [33], and
therefore has been used in this work.
For extraction of height information, one needs at least two images at different viewing
angels. However, in order to perform an image processing-based automatic calibration of tilt
angle, a third image at 0 degrees is suggested by some software packages, including the one
used in this study [40].
During the image acquisition stage, certain requirements have to be met. These requirements
are:
1- Images must have appropriate illumination with no charging and no stripes.
2- The tilting has to be eucentric: that is, the center of images at different perspectives has to
be the same.
3- The magnification and working distance have to remain the same for all images and must
be recorded for reconstruction.
Maintaining these requirements at the same time results in certain challenges which are
addressed below.
2.1.3.2 Image quality challenge:
It is absolutely necessary that images be obtained at proper illumination, avoiding any
excessively bright and dark spots [33,40], which are almost exclusively due to charging. Such
16

defects, if minimal, are usually rectified by adjusting the contrast and brightness, shortening
the scan dwell time, or using low vacuum or Environmental SEM (ESEM) modes, where the
charging is attributed to the presence of nonconductive materials on the sample. In cases of
excessive charging, even in a low vacuum and an ESEM, a conductive coating of gold or
carbon is usually applied on the sample to avoid charging [41]. Though fairly effective, such
coatings may be hard to remove from specimens with deep valleys and holes, which could be
destructive to the sample. Also, some samples that are conductive, such as the bond coats in
this study, may have excessively dark and/or bright spots due to some structural quality and
the inevitable presence of thin oxides. In this work, authors have used the BSE mode of an
ETD detector to acquire the images.

BSE is generally associated with compositional

contrast, while SE mode is believed to be used for topography [41]. However, when using the
BSE mode in an ETD detector, one can get both topography and constitutional contrast [41].
The major advantage of BSE for SEM photogrammetry is at low magnifications, there is
almost no charging effect, which improves the quality of image reconstruction. Figure 2-2 (a)
and (b) are the BSE and SE images of the same area respectively. The BSE image reveals
topography information without the charging seen in the SE image. Another advantage of
BSE is that one can see the cause of charging in SE. Charging can be attributed to either
some dirt on the sample or a structure of the sample itself and the use of BSE image can help
distinguish between the two.

17

(b)
(a)
Figure 2-2 a) BSE and (b) SE images of the same region. The BSE contains the topographic information without
the charging apparent in SE mode.
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2.1.3.2 Challenges during tilting
The challenges related to tilting, their causes, and their remedies are summarized in table 2-1
and are explained below:

Table 2-1. Tilting challenges, causes and remedies.
Challenge

Axis of tilt being different from
the one being used in data
reduction software
Shift of the center of image during
tilting

Reason

Proposed Remedies

Instrument restrictions;
Possibility of hitting a
detector during tilting

1. Rotating the images by 90
degrees (previously
used)[40]
2. Using scanning rotation of
90 degrees( much more
effective)
Focus Ion Beam Marking

NON-ideal tilting stage

For knowing the exact location
of the center
Adjusting Loss of focus during
magnification without a change of
working distance ( must be at high
magnification to notice)

Change of relative height of
the center of the sample

Refocusing by stage height
adjustment in tilted Z axis (at
high magnification)

Uncertainty in exact tilting angle

Precision restriction on the
instrument

Image Processing on CCD
images of the inside of the
instrument

A) Tilting axis
Figure 2-3(a) shows an image of the inside of the FEI quanta FEG 450 instrument taken by a
built in CCD camera. The coordinate system drawn on the image illustrates the possible
motion of the stage. This particular SEM can move along any of X, Y, Z axes. In addition,
the stage allows rotation about Z and tilting about Y. This many of degrees of freedom can be
found in almost any SEM, with the only difference being the axis of tilt. In some SEMs the X
19

axis and others the Y axis is chosen for tilting the stage. The algorithm used for extracting
height introduced later in this study and also preferred by software packages, is based on the
axis of tilt being parallel to the vertical axis of the image plane [25]. A simple procedure to
recognize this is to see whether features are shifted horizontally or vertically during tilting. If
features shift vertically, that is, the axis of tilt is parallel to the horizontal axis of the image
plane; the image is not compatible with the algorithm. A previously proposed remedy for
such an issue was rotating the images by 90 degrees before reconstruction [40]. Although
such a remedy can yield results, it has a negative effect on the resolution and field of view of
the reconstructed surface. In this study, a clockwise 90-degree scan rotation was used as an
alternative remedy. Using this modification, the images are rotated during the scan rather
than afterwards, which results in better repeatability and bigger field of view. Table 2-2
shows this improvement at 500X magnification from our reconstruction experiment described
subsequently.

Table 2-2. Effect of remedies for horizontal axis of tilt.
Height variation using
image rotation

365nanometers

Height variation using

Lateral Length field
of view using

Scan rotation

Lateral Length field of
view using image
rotation

340 nanometers

270.02 microns

300.42 microns

Figures 2-3(b), 2-3(c), and 2-3(d) demonstrate the orientation of the sample at untilted, positive and
negative tilting angels at the same working distance.
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(b) 0 degrees tilted sample inside SEM chamber
(a) SEM stage with the assigned coordinate system

(d) -12 degrees tilted sample inside SEM chamber

(c) +12 degrees tilted sample inside SEM chamber

Figure 2-3 CCD images of the inside of an SEM instrument.
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B) Center shift and focus correction:
During tilting, the sample will be shifted horizontally or vertically depending on the tilt axis.
Figure 2-4 shows a schematic of the sample movement during tilting.

Figure 2-4 Schematic of the sample movement during the tilt. (The Figure is exaggerated for better
visualization.)

The sample is initially at position (1) when the stage hasn’t been tilted. After the tilt, the stage
will be at Position (2) (horizontal shift), which requires us to shift it back to the center.
Position (3) shows the sample after the shift. However, now the sample is relatively out of
focus, which can easily disturb 3D image reconstruction. Typically, the focusing would be
readily achieved by changing the working distance; however, since the change of working
22

distance changes the magnification and distorts calibration, the sample has been carefully
moved along the tilted Z-axis to be back in focus (Position (4)). The focusing process results
in some vertical and horizontal shifting which has been rectified by movement along the
corresponding axes. Therefore at the final position (5), the center of the image will be back to
its previous location before the tilt.
The described process requires an accurate understanding of the position of the center of the
image to make the image registration possible. Conventional indentations may either result in
great damage to the surface or be extremely hard to find in samples with excessively rough
surfaces, such as bond coats. Alternatively, Focus Ion Beam has been employed to mill an
“L-shaped” pattern in the center of the specimens shown earlier in Figure 2-1. Using the user
interface of the instrument, the crosshairs highlighting the center of field of view has been
selected exactly where the two rectangles meet on the lower side shared by both rectangles.
Use of landmarks for SEM photogrammetry calibration has been thoroughly studied by Ritter
[34].

There are several other advantages to such a landmark than highlighting the center. The sharp
edges can be used to better understand the loss of focus in the image after the shifts described
above. The mark can further act as a coordinate system on the sample; therefore any area on
the specimens can be imaged relative to the suggested coordinate system. The L-shaped mark
also makes it easy to find the position and the orientation of the imaged section for imaging
the same area in the future. This advantage of an L-shaped marking is particularly more
prominent where surface geometry change must be recorded. When quantitatively analyzing
a surface change, the surfaces before and after the change must be aligned; the application of
this L-shaped mark can considerably facilitate surface registration. In addition, the
23

dimensions of the FIB mark can be used to assess the accuracy of the surface information
obtained after reconstruction. Finally, when a FIB is integrated with an SEM, any change to
the surface topography from milling can be closely monitored which help to closely monitor
any can change to the surface topography in the process of milling.
Figures 2-5(a) and (b) are the high resolution high magnification 3D images of an area before
and after the milling process. As can be seen, the damage to the surface is minimal in this
case. In samples where FIB milling can impose surface change, the imaging can be done in
an area where no damage is observed, relatively far away from the mark. Regardless, the Lshaped mark can still be used as the reference position.

(a) Reconstructed surface before marking with
Focus Ion Beam

(b) Reconstructed surface after marking
with Focus Ion Beam

Figure 2-5 Comparing 3D images before and after FIB.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)
(d)
Figure 2-6.SEM micrographs of the center of the sample during tilting.

(f)

The movement described in Figure 2-4 can be observed in micrographs presented in Figure 26. This Figure shows the sequence of images obtained for stereo photogrammetry. All
micrographs in Figure 2-6 are acquired using SE mode to better distinguish the focus. Figure
2-6 (a) shows the selected region with the L-shaped FIB mark position in the center. Figure
2-6 (b) is the same area at higher magnification with the center being the place where the two
rectangles meet. As the stage is tilted, the image will shift horizontally (Figure 2-6 (c)).
However in addition to this shift, there has been a loss of focus which is not apparent to the
operator’s eye. This loss however is easily observable in higher magnifications (Figure 2-6
(d)). Such focus disruption can insert inaccuracies to the computations and therefore has been
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removed through the process illustrated in Figure 2-4. As stated above, since the working
distance has to be kept constant, focus correction has been done by moving the sample along
the tilted Z axis. The outcome can be seen in the third column (Figure 2-6 (e)). This image is
perfectly in focus but is again a bit shifted (compared to Figure 2-6 (b)). Applying the
corresponding shift, position 4 to position 5, one can obtain the tilted image at perfect focus
and position. (Figure 2-6 (f)).
Here and in subsequent sections, we wish to show the relative importance of the different
special procedures implemented in the present study. Accordingly, Figure 2-7 shows how
FIB marking can improve the repeatability of results by showing the variations in surface
parameters described in table 1 between multiple measurements of the same area with and
without FIB marking. For every surface parameter, i.e. “Sa, Sq, Sp, Sv ” defined in Table 1, 3
bars representing the amount of variation in 10 measurements of the same area for the same
surface parameter have been reported in Figure 2-7. The first value, e.g. “Sa-No
modification”, is the variation among 10 measurements where none of the proposed new
procedures have been applied. The second value e.g. Sa-FIB is the variation among
measurements with the proposed remedy (FIB marking). The final value e.g. Sa-All
modifications is the variation among measurements using all possible remedies, which is
always the smallest value. Using this graph, one can see that the effect of FIB marking is a
substantial reduction of the variability by roughly a factor of 2. It is also clear that the
combination of all new procedures improves repeatability dramatically, by factors between 6
and 83. We have included this analysis of accuracy recognizing that all users don’t have
access equipment to all the recommended changes suggested herein to be made. The most
likely inaccessible equipment is a FIB marking system. It is quite possible that other
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equivalent marking methods could be used; however, on the very rough bond coated samples
of interest here, indentation and other marking methods were not successful due to the
difficulty of finding a reference mark after it was made. Absent a FIB or equivalent, errors
are expected to be 10 to 30 percent with respect to height, depending on the surface
parameters.
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Figure 2-7. FIB contribution in repeatability.

C) Uncertainty in accurate tilting angle calculation
Another source of error is believed to be the uncertainty in calculating the tilting angle
[33,42]. The approximate tilting angle of the stage is offered by the integrated software of the

instrument (with a quoted accuracy of 0.1 of a degree).However, the value is not necessarily
the exact angle for the sample, as there can be some angle change due to the mounting or
stage bias. Table 4 illustrates the surface parameters’ sensitivity to tilt angle. For all the
measurements, the same data set (images) has been used. The true negative and positive tilt
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angle of this data set is +/- 12.00 degrees which was found using the process explained
subsequently. Same data set has been used for all other measurements, keeping all
reconstruction parameters fed into the software the same except for the tilt angle. The tilt
angle was falsely changed by different values ranging from a degree to a thousandth of a
degree to check the sensitivity of measurements to exact tilt angle calculation.
As can be seen with a good approximation it can be suggested that for every degree of
miscalculation of tilt angle, there will be a 500nm-3microns miscalculations of surface
parameters at this magnification. Also the results are sensitive to the tilt angle as small as
0.001 of a degree which highlights the necessity of a procedure to rectify the errors in tilt
angle correction.
Table 2-3.Surface parameters’ sensitivity to tilt angle.
Tilt
angle(degrees)

Sa(microns)

Sq(microns)

Sp(microns)

Sv(microns)

+/-13

6.7312

8.4461

26.986

25.724

+/-12.5

6.9857

8.7679

28.148

26.903

+/-12

6.2676

9.1227

29.277

28.774

+/- 11.95

7.2941

9.1603

29.458

28.126

+/-12.01

7.2614

9.1157

29.193

27.861

+/-12.011

7.2608

9.1151

29.193

27.862

Several remedies have been already proposed for such an error. Bariani, et al [42] suggested
using laser interferometry for tilt angle calibration, and software packages [40] utilize the
third image at 0 degrees to calculate the exact tilt angle. Laser interferometry requires
additional set up, which has its own inherent difficulties. For automatic calibration using the
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third image, the inequality of equation (1) must hold, otherwise the exact tilt angle must be
known [40]

(1)

In this work, in order to calculate a more precise tilting angle image registration has been
performed on the CCD photos of the inside of the SEM. An example of such images can be
seen in Figure 2-3.The images are exported in TIF format with the size of 640*517 pixels and
the pixel size estimated to be approximately 130 microns. The registration process of the
images is performed using Avizo(VSG Inc., Burlington, MA).
The program searches for an affine transformation that maximizes a similarity measure (here
cross-correlation) between the images. The optimizer has been chosen to be the conjugated
gradients method. The initial step width of the optimizer has been chosen to be 1/5 of the size
of the image and the final step width to be 1/6 of the pixel size as suggested by the software.
The tolerance of the optimizer has been chosen to be 0.0001.The rotation angle of the
transformation is the tilt angle between the two images.
Table 5 shows the discrepancy between the values of angles obtained from the instrument,
from using a third image at zero degrees tilt angle via the auto calibration feature of the MeX
[40] software, and also the more exact values obtained from CCD images.
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Table 2-4.Angle estimation and associated errors.
Angles by
image
Processing

Estimation of
angles by the
Instrument

Estimation of angles
by the Auto
calibration

Error of the height
miscalculation caused
by the instrument
estimation

+10.9134
-8.84577

+11.7
-11.7

-11.7
+11.6337

14-20%

Error of the
height
miscalculation
caused by
Auto
calibration
estimation
9.5-15%

The accurate angle based on CCD images processing results in much more repeatable results.
Figure 2-8 is the equivalent of Figure 2-7 for tilt angle correction, where one can see the
effect of angle correction on repeatability individually and also its contribution to the overall
improved repeatability. This is a significant effect but for some parameters less than the
improvement from the FIB marking.
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Figure 2-8.Tilt angle correction and repeatability.

2.1.3.3 Optimizing working distance and magnification:
In order to optimize the working distance and magnification, the required depth of field is
important. Depth of field in an SEM can be approximated by equation (2)

(2)

Where W is the working distance in millimeters, A is the aperture size in microns, and M is
the magnification of the image. The optimal aperture size used in the instrument used for
high vacuum, standard imaging is 50 microns. This leaves the adjustable values for larger
depth of field to be the working distance and magnification, which have to be set in such a
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way that the depth of field is large enough to encompass the whole height of the sample. In
this study, the working distance of about 10 mm has been used for magnifications of less than
1000X. For magnifications larger than 1000X, working distance has been extended up to
30mm (the instrument limit) to have the sufficient depth of field.
2.1.3.4 Matching Stage
After the stereo images are obtained, an image processing algorithm has to be used to find
points corresponding to the same position in the obtained images [29,43]. These algorithms
are based on one of the two approaches: an area-based and feature-based matching [44]. In
feature-based matching, edge detection image processing filters are applied to extract
features, and then the features are matched in the stereo images [33,34]. In area-based
matching, pixel-to-pixel correspondence is made, and the correlation has been optimized to
find the homologue points [29,33]. Previous studies have given more preference to the areabased matching. In this study, we use both methods sequentially to match the images and find
homologue points. Using the Avizo (VSG Inc., Burlington, MA). software, stereo images are
filtered using Sobel edge detection algorithm [45] and, the center of images is aligned in the
filtered images. Secondly, the mutual information algorithm [46] has been implemented on
the images to find the possible offset (translation) between the two stereo images. Also, if
there is a small rotation between the tilted images, the rotation angles can be found and
rectified. The ultimate matching is then performed automatically using MeX software [40]
using an area matching scheme. Figure 2-9 shows the effect of this step on the overall
repeatability where we can see the variations in surface parameters before using any
modifications, and after image processing and all modifications.
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Figure 2-9. Image processing and repeatability.

2.1.3.5 Depth extraction stage
The depth information is found using the modified Piazzesi algorithm [25]. Figure 2-10
demonstrates the projection geometry. Mex software [40] is used to do the computation
automatically.
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Figure 2-10.Geometry of Projection using Piazzesi algorithm.

Any point P(x, y, z) on the sample has the projection P’ (x’, y’) in the 2 dimensional plane of
XY.
Using Polar coordinates in YZ plane, we can write:

Based on trigonometry relations and Figure 2-10, we can associate the x’ and y’ coordinates
to the projection distance d, R and :

( ⁄ )

( ⁄ )
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Following any tilt by delta

we can write the new x’ and y’ as below, where the subscripts

show the value at each step.
Step 1: (Negative tilt)

( ⁄ )

( ⁄ )

Step2: (Positive tilt)

( ⁄ )

( ⁄ )

And finally having two tilted points by solving the algebraic equations, the coordinates of any
point P can be calculated as below:
⁄
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⁄

(

)

Following this stage, the 3D information of the surface is available and can be visualized as a
3D surface using triangulation. (Figure 2-11)

Figure 2-11. 3D model of a bond coat surface.

2.1.4. Summary of Results and Discussion

Table 2-5 summarizes all challenges in SEM photogrammetry, the proposed remedies and
their individual contribution to enhancement the reliability and repeatability of the results.
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Table 2-5- Summary of all Remedies and their Contribution.

Challenge

Remedy

L-shaped FIB
1. Center registration and marking in the
focus correction
center of sample

Contribution
1. Improving repeatability
2. Preregistration of surfaces for recording surface
geometry change
3. Height calibration using the depth of the mark
4. Having a coordinate system on the sample
5. Ability to do photogrammetry at longer working
distances

2. Tilt angle calculation

Image
registration of
CCD images

1. Improving the repeatability.
2. Exact tilt angle calculation
3. Improving reliability of the results

3. Too many dark and
bright spots on images

Use of BSE
instead of SE

1. Improving the quality of images
2. Understanding the cause of charging

Registration of
the images using
an edge
detection
algorithm

1. Improving repeatability
2. Knowing if the images are rotated in addition to
tilting

4. Matching of the
images for homologue
points

Figure 2-12 shows the variation among surface parameters obtained from one area of interest,
both without any modifications and with all possible suggested remedies on repeatability.
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Figure 2-12. Variations in surface parameters having all modifications applied.

As can be observed, having applied all possible modifications, the results are highly
repeatable, with differences being less than one micron between them. This makes the
proposed modified stereo photogrammetry technique an excellent method for recording small
surface geometry change. The repeatability of the results facilitates the distinction between
measurement or imaging error and real surface geometry change.
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2.2 optical coherence tomography and PLPS

2.2.1 Technical Background: FD-OCT

FD-OCT (also known as spectral interferometry and spectral radar) is the Fourier-transform
analog of the more common time-domain optical coherence tomography. Both have been
developed as in-vivo medical imaging methods, particularly for ophthalmologic and
cardiovascular applications. Experimental and theoretical studies showed that FD-OCT is
advantageous in terms of mechanical simplicity, sensitivity and imaging speed [47-50]. These
advantages make FD-OCT more suitable for imaging in highly scattering materials such as
thermal barrier coatings.

Southwest Sciences, our collaborators in this research, has

significantly contributed to the development of FD-OCT[47,51,52].

Figure 1 FD-OCT schematic

Figure 2-13. OCT principles

The principle of FD-OCT is shown schematically in Figure 2-13. OCT is an optical analog
of ultrasound, with 1-2 orders of magnitude increase in resolution. The sample is irradiated
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with spectrally broadband light, which penetrates into the material. Interfaces and defects
such as microcracks scatter the light back. The back-scattered light, when combined with a
reference light beam in an interferometer, produces an interference fringe pattern on the
detected light source spectrum – a spectral interferogram – that contains the depth
information. Applying a Fourier transform to the spectral interferogram produces a onedimensional depth profile that locates interfaces, defects, and other structural features in the
sample. The light beam is scanned laterally across the sample to obtain a 2-D cross-sectional
image. Differential methods are used to improve the image quality by removing the light
source spectrum and background and autocorrelation features from the spectral
interferogram.
The FD-OCT instrument is very simple. Other than a means to scan the beam across the
sample, it has no moving parts and all the information on the depth profile is collected
simultaneously in an inherently parallel way. FD-OCT is easily implemented with a fiberoptic interferometer and fiber-optic probe, making it easy to use for commercial applications.
At Southwest Sciences, FD-OCT has been successfully used for biological imaging[47,51,52],
detection of damage in epoxy-based composites, and imaging the bond coat region of EBPVD TBCs.
2.2.2Technical Background: PLPS

TGO stress can be measured using PLPS and correlated with TGO thickness, micro-cracking
and remaining life. The principle of PLPS is shown schematically in Figure 2-14. TGO
stress is linearly proportional to the shift in the fluorescence peak position and is readily
determined from the collected spectral information. PLPS, first developed by Clarke et
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al.[53,54], has been successful in non-destructively measuring TGO stress based on the
frequency shift in the Cr3+ ion luminescence (Figure 2-14 inset). Besides the frequency
shifts, additional characteristics of the fluorescence spectra have been evaluated[55]. An
attractive possibility is to use these spectral data, along with FD-OCT measurements, to
identify impending failure of TBCs and/or to correlate trends in spectral characteristics to
remaining service life.
identified[56,57].

Spectral characteristics logically related to damage have been

These include frequency shift, peak shape, peak separation, peak

broadening and the peak intensity ratio. Experimental results have shown that these changes
are systematic and monotonic with respect to life fraction, and independent of exposure
temperature.

Figure 2-14. PLPS principles

2.2.3. Development of index matching liquid

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has the potential to nondestructively image cracks,
voids, and the TBC interface shape influenced by rumpling. Cracks and voids are directly
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related to failure.

Thermally grown oxide (TGO) thickness is an excellent parameter to

predict spallation life as well. Ability to image the TGO with OCT would provide a valuable
addition to life prediction models. Previous experience shows that OCT is difficult for APS
TBCs because the many voids and splat boundaries produce strong scattering losses.
Infiltration of cracks and voids with liquids that have a closer match to the index of refraction
of the TBC (n= ~2.0) will dramatically reduce scattering and enable both OCT
measurement of TGO thickness and photoluminescence piezo-spectroscopy (PLPS)
measurement of stress in the TGO, both of which are correlated with spallation life. In
the UConn work we use PLPS signal attenuation to quantify the success of our index of
refraction matching

efforts.

PLPS can also provide information for remaining life

prediction which is used to correlate OCT results of rumpling measurements with remaining
life .
2.2.4 Experimental procedures

2.2.4.1 Sample properties
Two different types of samples have been used in this study. Table 2-6 below summarizes the
properties of these samples:
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Table 2-6Property Summary of Types of samples

Sample

Top Coat

Top coat

Substrate

Bond coat

Rene N-5

HVOF sprayed

Thickness
Type I

Type II

APS

250 microns

Commercially

single crystal Co Ni Cr Al Y

sprayed

Super alloy

APS Uconn

150 -175 microns PWA 1480

sprayed

Super alloy

bond coat
LPPS Ni Cr Al
Y bond coats

Metco 204 NS

2.2.4.2 Sample Preparation
All the samples have been cooked in the furnace for 3 cycles at 1121⁰ Celsius which has been
proved in the literature to be enough for TGO growth.
The samples have been tapered polished using a fabricated polishing fixture with the angle
θ=5 degrees. Figure 2-15 below shows a schematic of this fixture and Figure 2-16 illustrates a
schematic of samples after polishing:
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Figure 2-15. Schematic of the polishing Fixture

Figure 2-16. Schematic of tapered polished samples

2.2.4.3 Photoluminescence Piezo spectroscopy (PLPS)
Photoluminescence Piezo spectroscopic measurements were made using a Reinshaw
Ramascope 2000LTM coupled with a LiecaTM DM/LM light microscope. A 514 nm laser was
used to excite the fluorescence in the Cr3+ impurity in the thermally grown oxide layer. The
laser power was set to 49 mw. The impurity fluoresces at two distinct peaks located at 14402
cm-1 and 14432 cm-1. The Schematic of the measurement system and resulting spectra were
shown previously. Prior to each measurement session a stress free sapphire disk was used to
calibrate the microscope. An initial measurement of the sapphire disc was taken; the offset of
the RamascopeTM would be adjusted to place the 14432 cm-1 directly on 14432cm-1and the
offset would be recorded. Post calibration nine randomly located samples were taken from
the reference disk with their average to be used as the zero stress measurement for the
measurement batch.
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2.2.5 Results
2.2.5.1 Attenuation (absorption) coefficient of the TBC
To measure losses, we measure fluorescence intensity through various thickness of the TBC.
The results are illustrated in Figure 2-17 and 2-18 for type I and II samples respectively. A
linear polynomial curve fitting has been applied in order to find the attenuation coefficient i.e.
the slope of the line.

Figure 2-17. Log intensity vs. thickness for sample type I without acetone
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Figure 2-18. Log of intensity vs. thickness for sample type II without acetone.

Note the signal is detected through the full 175 micron coating for the first time.
2.2.6 Effect of an Index matching Liquid

In our previous studies we had measured in a particular APS TBC the scattering losses at
about a loss of a factor of 10 every 50 microns of thickness. For a typical 250 thick APS
TBC this leads to only 1 photon in 100,000 not being scattered. For such coating a reduction
in scattering is needed.

The scattering is a strong function of the difference between the

TBC and the index of the void. Filling the voids with an index of refraction matching liquid
will reduce scattering and enable measurements to be made. We have shown image quality
improvement in OCT with Hexane at an index of refraction of 1.37. It is expected from first
principles that better and better images are possible with closer index matching. Here we
have established a procedure and hardware to test new liquids to result in dramatically
improved images.
The index of refraction of an YSZ TBC is approximately 2.0. The ideal liquid would have an
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index near to this value however it must not match it exactly or all back reflection would be
suppressed and voids and cracks will become invisible to OCT. A List of more than 200
possible candidates of liquids has been prepared with Index of refraction ranging from 1.3 to
1.9. In choosing the best liquid it is necessary that the liquid in addition to providing
transparency infiltrates the structure well and most critically is totally removed by heating
and leaves no damaging residue. This consideration makes liquids with non-volatile metallic
phase less likely choices.
We have made a sample Cell in order to be able to test different candidate liquids on the
samples with no danger of spilling liquid on the expensive microscope stage. Figure 2-19
shows the digital picture of the sample Cell.

Figure 2-19. Sample cell for testing index of refraction matching liquids.

Measurements have been started with acetone with an index of refraction of 1.36.
Acetone will evaporate upon heating and leaves almost nothing behind. Same PLPS
measurements have been undertaken on the samples using acetone and the results have been
illustrated in Figures 2-20 and 2-21 respectively.
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Figure 2-20. Intensity Vs. thickness measurements for Sample Type I with acetone

Figure 2-21. Intensity vs. Thickness measurements for sample type II with acetone
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2.2.7 Discussion on use of acetone
Table 2 shows the measured intensity vs. coating thickness for a commercially prepared Type
I TBC with and without acetone. Surprisingly this coating shows intermittent absorption and
with far smaller loss factors than found previously [1]. It was observed that the most
transparent regions corresponded to highly porous regions in the TBC. This shows that some
specific APS TBCs will be far easier to image than others and non-uniform porosity is
helpful. Because of the irregular nature of the behavior sensible absorption coefficients
cannot be computed however it is clear the absorption is less at every thickness with the
acetone.
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Table 2-7. Intensity vs. Thickness with and without acetone sample type I

Thickness(μm)

Intensity without
Acetone

Intensity with Acetone
(arbitrary unit)

(arbitrary unit)

Percentage of
Improvement
(%)

34.84

50957

75421

48.01

43.56

55222

77134

39.68

52.27

21650

31154

43.90

60.98

78166

82017

4.93

69.69

20491

45651

122.79

87.11

52945

73651

39.11

104.53

30144

40155

33.21

121.96

13127

20657

57.36

139.38

7852

12122

54.38

156.80

7928

10230

29.04

174.22

No signal

6540

-

191.65

No signal

4350

-

209.07

No signal

3490

-

Table 2-7 shows the measured intensity vs. coating thickness for sample type II with and
without acetone.
Figure 2-22 also shows the results for type II (i.e. samples sprayed at Uconn). In this type of
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samples we can see a more uniform scatter of intensity versus thickness of TBC. The
absorption due for the acetone sample for the fitted line ranges between a 1.64 X
improvement to as much as 2.6 improvements.
Table 2-8. Intensity vs. Thickness with and without acetone sample type I

Thickness(μm)

Intensity without
Acetone ( arbitrary unit)

Intensity with Acetone
(arbitrary unit)

Percentage of
Improvement (%)

26.13

137286

240741

75.36

34.84

122116

220458

80.53

43.56

75379

114282

51.61

52.27

71315

90668

27.14

60.98

64072

81940

27.89

69.69

56914

71120

24.96

78.40

38469

61036

58.66

87.11

32195

41240

28.09

95.82

24709

31018

25.53

104.53

18530

27740

49.70

130.67

13625

18118

32.98

139.38

10023

12164

21.36

156.80

7497

12000

60.06

174.22

4539

10196

124.63
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Figure 2-22. Results for sample type II with and without acetone

2.2.8 Analytic Reasoning explaining the deviation from Ideal Beer-Lambert Law:

In the previous report, it was shown that although the exact behavior of APS samples differ in
different types of sample, they all show an exponential decay intensity loss vs. thickness.
This loss is mainly attributed to the huge scattering effect caused by cracks and voids in
TBCs.
The change in intensity of light in a medium as a function of distance travelled (ds) can be
formulated as

(1)
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Where, “I” is the intensity, “ρ” the density and” κ” the attenuation factor. In order to find the
final intensity in terms of the initial intensity, we need to integrate over the entire
distance s to find the final intensity in terms of the initial intensity resulting in equation (2)

(2)
If the medium has uniform properties (density and attenuation) everywhere, then this integral
is easy and the equation results in simple Beer-Lambert law which is:

(3)

(4)
However, for thermal barrier coatings the attenuation factor, κ, varies through the thickness
depending on the percent of porosity and the number and orientation of cracks.
Figures 2-23, (A) and (B) are the SEM micrographs obtained from these samples which show
the difference in voids and cracks concentrations at various thicknesses. This can explain the
previous deviations of the obtained data from an ideal Beer-Lambert equation while
explaining
its maintaining the exponential decay vs. thickness behavior.
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A

B

Figure 2-23. SEM micrograph of TBC (Note the random dispersion of cracks and voids

2.2.9 Effect of surface polishing without removing any thickness
Analyzing the data obtained by PLPS measurements (Principles of PLPS has been fully
discussed in the previous reports of the tapered polished samples); we can divide the samples’
surface into three regions based on the quality of the PLPS signals obtained from them.
Figure 2-24 schematically shows these three regions:

2

3

1

Figure 2-24 .Schematic of a tapered polished sample

The first region is the tapered polished region in which the quality of signal is deteriorating as
the thickness grows .The R1/R2 peaks are easily identified through the entire region
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providing that the signal is collected for longer and longer time. In region 2 where the sample
is supposed to be almost at full thickness (neglecting the effect of surface polishing),
although there were some recognizable noise in the signal but the R1/R2 peaks with realistic
stress values could still be identified. Finally, region three where the sample is at full
thickness and the surface is fully remained unpolished. Table 1 shows the signal at a point in
each region which can represent as a sample for the quality of the PLPS signal in the entire
region.
Table 2-9. . PLPS signals from a point in each region

Region

Sample PLPS signal

Description

Clear R1 /R2
Peaks

1

No Noise

Identifiable
R1 and R2

2

Some Noise
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No R1/R2
peak
3
Too much
Noise

While regions 1 and 3 had a totally predictable behavior, the behavior of the second region is
unique. One idea could be the fact that the sample is not at the same angle as the taper
polishing fixture which could result in a smaller angle of polishing. In order to investigate
this possibility the sample has been examined under New View 5000 surface profilometer
from Zygo (Middlefield, CT) and the exact angle of taper polishing has been calculated.
Figure2-25 shows the image from the profilometer.

Figure 2-25. 3D interferometry image of tapered polished sample

The other possible reason for the behavior of the second region could be due to the polished
surface of the second region. In order to investigate the effect of surface polishing, some
samples have been coated at the University of Connecticut up to 150 microns. The reason of
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coating to 150 microns (as opposed to 250 microns which is the common thickness of other
samples) is to have a way of comparing the signals of unpolished and polished surfaces. An
unpolished 250-micron sample would give no PLPS signal and therefore the effect of
polishing can’t be quantified.
Also, as it was discussed earlier, the attenuation of each sample is unique to itself.
Therefore, samples have been cut in half; one half has been kept unpolished whereas the
other half has been polished using 2400 grit size (~9 microns) SiC papers. In this way we
have the closest possible attenuation in both halves. The sample has been cooked for enough
TGO growth (5 one-hour cycles at 1121 C) prior to sectioning .Figure 2-26 shows the SEM
micrograph of the cross section of the sample.

150μm
TGO

Figure 2-26. SEM micrograph of a 150-micron sample after being cooked
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Figure 2-27 shows the quality of the signal in both samples. As it can be seen, the signal of
the polished sample is improved by a factor of 2.

Polished Half

Unpolished Half

R1 peak intensity @ 6000 counts

R1 peak intensity @ 3000 counts

Figure 2-27. The quality of the polished and unpolished half of a sample
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2.2.10 Improving Intensity by index matching liquids with high index
of refraction
Previously it was shown that the intensity can be improved by addition of Hexane with an
index of refraction of 1.37. The index of refraction of an YSZ TBC is reported in literature to
have a value of around 2.0 and the index mismatch between the voids and TBCs is believed
to be the major contributing factor to attenuation. Therefore it is expected that much higher
improvements are obtained with proper liquids with higher index of refraction. Possible
candidate liquids have index of refraction of 1.3-~1.9. . It can be investigated as the liquids
are higher in index of refraction, they are also become more unstable, volatile and often
dangerous or they might be too hard to be removed without leaving damage after heating.
The liquid with highest index of refraction which is proved to be adequately safe
is Hydrogenated Terphenyl, 1- Bromonaphthalene.
This liquid had been obtained from Cargill Labs (Cedar Grove, NJ 07009) and the intensity
improvement has been measured. Table 2-10 and Figure 2-29 show the obtained intensities
and the level of improvement. Acetone has already been proved to improve the intensity by
the factor of 2 and this liquid had improved the acetone intensities by a factor of 2 which
brings the total improvements to a factor of 4.
Also, in order to improve the infiltration quality of liquid into all voids and cracks a
modification has been made to the sample cell. Firstly another hole has been made on the cell
to avoid the air being trapped and not letting the liquid to get into the voids. Also, the holes
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have been attached to a luer lock and a syringe has been applied on each luer lock to improve
vacuum infiltration conditions. Figure 2-28 shows the modified sample cell.

Figure 2-28. Modified sample cell for improved infiltration and avoid trapping air

In order to investigate the possibility of more improvements by using liquids with higher
index of refraction, liquids containing Iodine with Index of refraction of up to 1.85 has been
obtained. These liquids are not as stable and should not be inhaled. However, they leave no
residue behind. Therefore the next step is to investigate the effect of these liquids on the
intensity improvement and checking the feasibility of improvements by a factor of 16.
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Table 2-10. The

improvement of Index matching liquid (IR=1.63) vs. Acetone (IR=1.37)
[IR=Index of refraction]

Thickness intensity (IR=1.37) Intensity(IR= 1.63) Improvement by a factor of
0
559
375
0.670840787
10
4891
8465
1.730729912
20
16585
31564
1.903165511
20
57408
97854
1.704535953
40
32403
63470
1.95876925
50
22246
36808
1.654589589
60
28054
84471
3.011014472
70
20180
47343
2.346035679
80
27622
54112
1.959018174
90
24000
46130
1.922083333
100
17604
34205
1.943024313
150
4079
8277
2.029173817
200
2413
4884
2.024036469
250
532
1091
2.05075188

Intensity (counts)

Improvement in Intensity using index
matching Liquid
100000
90000
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

Acetone (Index of
Refraction 1.37)
Cargil Liquid (Index of
refraction=1.63)

0

100

200

300

Thickness (microns)

Figure 2-29. Intensity vs. Thickness chart using acetone and Index matching liquid

The liquid has been used by southwest sciences to reduce scattering. In the results section we
will discuss a collaborative study between UCONN and Southwest for using OCT and its
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rumpling measurements for life prediction. However, even with using the index matching
liquid, OCT cannot retrieve the surface geometry of APS samples with MCrAlY bond coats
and therefore results will be shown on EBPVD samples with Pt (Ni,Al) coatings.
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2.3 X-ray tomography (CT scan)
In this work, we have tried to discuss the feasibility of use of X-ray tomography for
characterization of thermal barrier coatings. In particular, we have tried to record surface
geometry changes in the bond coat and top coat, TGO thickness and top coat cracks and
pores. The feasibility of study the Bond-coat and Superalloy compositional integrity is also
investigated. In order for this method to be able to record change in TBC systems nondestructively, one should ensure that it is repeatable enough so that real change is
distinguishable from measurement error and imaging noise and/or artifacts. In particular, for
the case of MCrAlY bond coats, which are also the main types of bond coats in this study,
changes are reported to be relatively small but yet mechanically significant. In addition, the
resolution has to be high enough to record these small changes. This needs the control
parameters for image acquisition, image reconstruction and image processing to be optimized
to ensure the fidelity and repeatability of the technique. Possible Challenges, remedies and
limitations are discussed. Finally, TBC samples have been imaged using the suggested
technique and the improved quality is demonstrated.
2.3.1 Experimental Procedure

Disk-shaped (2.54 cm in diameter and 0.32 cm in height) specimens consisting of a 150micron thick low pressure plasma sprayed MCrAlY (31Ni–Bal. Co–21Cr–8Al–0.5Y wt. %)
bond coat and a CMSX-4 super alloy substrate were considered for this study. Bond coat
samples were plasma sprayed using Metco 204 XCL with 7% YSZ to the thickness of almost
80 microns. The superalloy was initially machined to thicknesses of one milimeter in order to
allow the X-ray to penetrate through the samples. In order to investigate the possibility of
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recording changes in TBCs after thermal cycling, specimens were heat treated employing a
CM rapid cycle furnaces with an automated stage elevator. Furnace cyclic oxidation test in
air consisted of a 10 minute heat-up to 1121 C followed by a 45-minute dwell at 1121 C and
a 5-minute forced air cooling. To investigate the possibility of characterizing change in TBC
at the early stages, heat treatment was only done for only 40 cycles which was previously
shown to be only 10-20% of the life of such samples. [58]

2.3.2 Acquisition of X-ray projections

Micro X-ray tomography (Micro CT) was performed using Xradia Micro XCT 400
(California, USA). Figure 2-30 is a schematic of the principle of Micro CT imaging (right)
[59]along with an image of the inside of the machine (left) showing x-ray source, detectors

and sample stage in the cited instrument.

Figure 2-30- Image of the inside of Xradia Micro XCT 400 (left) and Schematic of principle of Micro CT tomography (right)

The principle of Micro CT is based on acquiring several 2D X-ray projections at different
rotating angles.[21] The projections are then reconstructed to create 3D image of the sample
by providing stack of 2D reconstructed slices. There are many control parameters in image
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acquisition needed to be optimized for a successful tomography including: position of the
source and the detector, x-ray exposure time, voltage and power of the source, the objective
of the detector and number of images for tomography. The following section of the study will
discuss these parameters based on the parts involved;
2.3.3 Source and Detector

Due to high x-ray attenuating characteristics of the materials used in TBC systems, the
maximum voltage and power must be used for the imaging which for the cited instrument is
90kv and 8 watts resulting in the current to be almost 88 micro-amps. There are several
objectives offered by the instrument based on the pixel size and field of view. For thermal
barrier coatings, the authors have used 10X objective which has a pixel size of less than 2
microns with a field of view of almost 2X2 millimeters. Higher objectives have resulted in
less than a millimeter of field of view and lower ones do not provide the resolution required
for the analysis of TBC in terms of surface geometry change and cracks in the top coat.
It is desirable to have the source and detector as close as possible to the sample during
tomography. If the samples are used as disks, the source and detector are to be positioned far
enough to avoid collision with source/detector at all rotating angles. This phenomenon has
been shown in Figure 2-31 (left) where the detector and source position have been positioned
based on the sample orientation at an angle which has the maximum X-ray path length which
creates an unwanted distance at the angle of minimum x-ray path length.(right)
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Figure 2-31- (a) and (b) Issue with flat disks where the positioning of source and detector is affected (c) one of the proposed remedies

This results in considerable loss of X-ray counts. For instance, in samples of this study, the
number of x-ray counts were 6000 in the center of the image for a given exposure time when
source and detector were close to the sample. However as they are moved to accommodate
the disk diameter the X-ray counts for the same exposure time dropped down to 1500, a
reduction by a factor of 4. This leads to a necessary increase in the exposure time which can
result in a 4 times longer topography increasing the chance for sample movement during
tomography and forcing error in results. Also if the exposure is increased excessively, the
detector can be maxed out by more 65,000 counts (the limitation of the machine) resulting in
a part of the image being saturated with no contrast.
To overcome this issue, two possible remedies are tried. Firstly the samples are kept as disks
however an exposure time factor correction table was used. Using this table, the exposure
time will be multiplied by a factor ranging from 1 to 4 as the angles were changing from 0 to
90 degrees where X-ray path length was at maximum and therefore counts were at minimum.
A reverse trend from 4 to 1 would be used for angles from 90 to 180. This allows for the
number of counts to be consistent throughout the rotation without only doubling the
tomography time. It must be noted that 180 degrees of rotation suffice for such samples since
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360 degrees only provide redundant information. Alternatively, a strip with a width of 1mm
of the sample can be cut allowing the x-ray path length to be almost the same during the
tomography. (Figure 2-31 (c)) It was observed that both remedies can contribute to the
quality of imaging however cutting a strip of the sample can also enhance the transmission an
therefore increasing the resolution in addition to signal to noise ratio enhancement offered by
increase in X-ray counts. A probable issue with cutting a strip is the possibility of warping
during thermal cycling which was observed not to be the case for the studied samples.
2.3.4 Use of an energy filter to enhance Transmission

The quality of a 3D image is largely determined by the transmission value which is the
percentage of the X-ray counts that passed through the sample and reached the detector. The
optimum value of transmission is believed to be 23-35% percent. Figure 2-32 (left) shows the
transmission image -Obtained by the image of sample divided by the image of air - before
applying a filter. The transmission statistics in the region of interest is also provided.

Figure 2-32- Effect of filtering
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Looking at the mean value of transmission at 10 percent, we are required to use a highenergy pass filtering which removes the low energy rays allowing high energy ones to go
through. This obviously results in a reduction in X-ray counts but can contribute to increase
in transmission. Figure 4 (right) shows the image of the sample after the use of filter. More
than 50 % increase in transmission is achieved by using the filter but the exposure time was
needed to be increased by 50% as well to rectify the issue of reduced number of counts.

2.3.5 Optimizing Number of projection

Increased numbers of projections can enhance the quality of imaging as smaller angular
increments are used lowering the chance to miss a feature during tomography. On the other
hand, an unnecessarily large number of projections will result in longer runs which can entail
more movement and sample drift as mentioned earlier. In addition, it results in larger data file
which makes it more computationally expensive for post-processing and image analysis.
Therefore knowing the optimum number of projections is critical. In order to optimize the
number of projection for imaging TBCs, the imaging was performed with 4000 projections
having an angular increment of 0.045 degrees. However 4 sets of reconstruction were
performed. The first reconstruction was performed on the entire projections while in next
trials only, 2000, 1000 and 500 images were chosen for reconstruction using every 2, 4
images of 4000 projections. We then looked for discrepancy among the 3D reconstructed
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images. Figure 2-33 shows an instance of reconstructed 2D slices in 3 plane views using
1000, 2000 and 4000 projections.

1000 Projections
2000 Projections
4000 Projections
Figure 2-33. Effect of number of projections
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One can observe that during 1000 images the image is noisier, the edges in the interface are
harder to distinguish and bond coat integrity issues are masked while imaging with 2000 and
4000 projections yield similar results. Comparing all 2D slices, no meaningful difference was
observed between 2000 and 4000 projections. It must be noted previous tomography efforts
on TBC were performed with 1005 projections [21]which, as it has been shown, can entail
some feature loss. Same process was performed for the images after the thermal cycling and
2000 projection was observed to be still sufficient. Table 1 summarizes the optimum
parameters for image acquisition of TBCs.

Table 2-11. Optimum acquisition parameters

Voltage/Power

No. of projections

Exposure time

Position

90kv/ 8 Watts

2000

5 seconds

As close as possible

(exposure time
correction factor for
disks ranging from 1
to 4)

( cutting a strip of
sample)

With an energy filter

2.3.6 Image reconstruction

After acquiring projections, the 3D image can be obtained by 3D reconstructions of the X-ray
projection. The automatic reconstruction results in poor quality of images and therefore
reconstructions have been done manually. The main control parameters for reconstruction
process are image center shift, beam hardening and the kernel size of pre-reconstruction
smoothing filter that will be addressed in detail as follows.
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2.3.6.1 Center Shift Correction
Center shift is the amount in pixels that the axis of rotation is offset from the center column
of the detector. The effect of center shift on one reconstructed slice can be seen in Figure 234 where a correct value of center shift results in more clear and focused images while image
artifacts especially around the edges are present in images with wrong value of center shift.
Too Negative Center shift

Too positive center shift

Correct value of center shift

Figure 2-34. Choosing the right center shift value

2.3.6.2 Beam hardening constant
Beam hardening is the result of change in spectrum characteristic as the X-rays pass through
the sample, where the sample density remains the same but the light changes resulting in one
area to be darker than another. Also Beam hardening wrong value may result in haziness on
the edges of the sample Figure 2-35 shows the correct beam hardening can result in more flat
plot of the intensity versus position. It must be noted for choosing beam hardening the
histogram is more important than perception of human eye. As one can see the image (C) in
Figure 2-35 looks to have better contrast to human eye but the histogram which will be used
for image segmentation lacks the quality of that image (B).
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A) Optimum value of
Beam hardening
constant

B) optimum value of
beam hardening
constant

C) Too large vale of
beam hardening
constant

Figure 2-35. Beam hardening effect

Center shift and beam hardening values change for every tomography which makes it
necessary to perform a repeatability check on data obtained after reconstruction.
2.3.5.3 Pre-reconstruction smoothing filter
Use of a pre-reconstruction smoothing filter is a trade-off between resolution and signal to
noise ratio. For the TBC samples of this study it was observed that post processing of the
images will be greatly facilitated by higher kernel size values for smoothing. However it can
also result in loss of small features or compositional contrasts that could be observed using
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smaller kernel size. Therefore depending on the region of interest in the TBC, we used
different kernel size. That is, if one is interested in the surface geometry of the layers, e.g.
bond coat and the top coat, a larger kernel size can enhance the integrity for surface
extraction during segmentation process that are discussed in the following chapters. On the
other hand if we are interested in the cracks and voids in the TBC or the non-homogeneity in
the bond coat and/or the superalloy composition, we need to use smaller kernel size. Figure
2-36 shows a reconstructed slice of exact same region from the same projection but with two
different kernel size values.
Prereconstructio
n Filter
Kernel
size=0.5
(minimum)

PreReconstructio
n filter kernel
size=1.4
(maximum)

Figure 2-36. Pre-reconstruction smoothing filter effects

Images with more aggressive smoothing lose the contrast on material composition difference
inside the bond coat; some voids and cracks are also lost in the TBC but segmentation of the
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images is easier. On the other hand the low values of smoothing are noisier but less blurry
and less feature loss with more difficult segmentation process.

2.3.6.4 Binning
One of the main challenges with use of MicroXCT systems is the large data files after the
tomography. We previously showed that the optimum number of images for a tomography of
a TBC system is in the order of two thousand projections resulting in a gigabyte-size file
which is difficult to render with even the most powerful graphic processing units if the image
is to be rendered in full. There are some remedies that are discussed in post-processing
section of this study to work around this problem however use of binning during
reconstruction is yet another remedy. Use of values larger than 1 for binning results in a
corresponding larger pixel size (a binning value of two makes the pixel size twice as large).
This entails loss of resolution but also more than 10X reduction in the size of the data file
(From 2.85 GB to 242 MB). Use of binning is therefore only suggested when one is
interested in retrieving surface information as the surface geometry remains intact. For
looking at cracks and voids or compositional defects of the bond coat and superalloy,
however, the standard binning of 1 must be used. Figure 2-37 shows a reconstructed slice of
the exact same region but with binning values of 1, 2 and 4; the file size and the pixel sizes
are also provided.
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Binning: 1
File size:
2.85 GB
Pixel size:
1.53 mm

Binning:2
File size:
242 MB
Pixel size :
3.001 mm

Binning:4
File size: 30
MB
Pixel size:
6.023 mm

Figure 2-37- Effect of reconstruction binning on image quality

The image with binning of one contains all the information. When binning value of 2 is
applied, we have lost small compositional defect in the superalloy and bond-coat but the
surface geometry is easier to recognize. Binning with value of 4 is extreme enlargement of
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the pixel size resulting in excessive blurring of the image and therefore not suitable for the
analysis.
After the reconstruction, the 3D image is available and can be exported to the postprocessing
software. The authors have found the stack of tiff files or DICOM files to be more robust.
The advantage of DICOM files is that we don’t need to manually enter the voxel size while
for the case of TIF files; the voxel size has to be manually provided to the software.

2.3.7 Image processing Results and Discussion

After the reconstruction the images are imported to the post processing software, Avizo(VSG
Inc., Burlington, MA).. (Visualization group Inc., Burlington, MA). In order to be able to
perform any quantified analysis on the obtained 3D data, 3 major steps has to be performed.
1- Image Filtering: Enhancing the quality of image including edge enhancement and
noise reduction
2- Image segmentation and labeling: Assigning material to the pixels for quantified
analysis
3- Image Analysis: extracting quantified information from the segmented and labeled
images

2.3.7.1 Image filtering
Though it appears to the eye that the 3 layers of a TBC system are clearly separated in the
images with clear edges as can be seen in previous Figures, the computer cannot readily
recognize the layers. This is mainly due to variation in pixel values within each layer of the
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TBC system and relatively close grey scale values of the top coat and the super-alloy and in
some cases presence of noise in the images. Also as high energy rays penetrate into the bondcoat, due to lack of enough absorption the bond coat is hard to be differentiated from air.
Initially, a smoothing filter has to be applied to the images so that voxel values variations are
rectified within each layer. There are plenty of options for such filters [60] however the
authors used the anisotropic diffusing filter first introduced by Perona and Malik[61]. This
filter works effectively to preserve strong edges and enhance the contrast of edges of each
layer. It also doesn’t impose the undesirable side effects of linear smoothing such as blurring
and dislocating the edges.[60]This is particularly useful to extract the surface geometry of the
interface where edges might not be readily retrievable in some slices. The algorithm
compares the value of the current voxel with the value of its 6 neighbors to determine the
new value for the current voxel. If the difference does not exceed the diffusion stop criterion,
there is diffusion. Another advantage of the filter is the fact that it is implemented in both
CPU and GPU. Application of GPU-enabled filters can result in much faster processing. For
example for the current analysis the GPU process was 10X faster finishing the filtering of the
entire 3D data in 40 seconds comparing to the CPU mode at 400 seconds on the same work
station. The control parameters have been optimized based on the work by Tsiotsios and
Petrou[60] . Figure 2-38 shows the images before and after smooth filtering.
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Before the anisotropic diffusion filtering

After anisotropic diffusion filtering

Figure 2-38. anisotropic diffusion filter

As can be seen the filtering enhances the edges between the bond coat/top coat and
topcoat/air interfaces and improves the segmentation through smoothing the image. However,
some cracks and voids already present in the initial images are lost. Therefore anisotropic
diffusion filter must be used for surface characterization purposes.
On the other hand sharpening filters can be used to be able to detect cracks and pores in the
TBC or defects in the bond-coat and superalloy. The edge detection filters, working based on
the gradient of the image are therefore good candidates. We have used Sobel algorithm [45]
which is powerful edge detecting algorithm with less computational expense than the classic
gradient algorithms. Sobel filter is a rotation variant edge detection filter which convolutes
the image with 4 different Kernels representing horizontal, vertical and two diagonal
orientations. Each kernel consists of a combination of a Gaussian and the differentiation in
the proper orientation. Figure 2-39 shows the filtered image, it is clearly shown that edges are
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fully enhanced which facilitates the segmentation of the materials. Also for detection of
pores, Sobel filtering allows us to highlight the edges of large pores and cracks.
A) Before Sobel edge detection filter

B) After Sobel edge detection filtering

Figure 2-39 Effect of Sobel filtering on a reconstructed 2D slice

As can be seen without a gradient filter pores and cracks in the top coat are almost
unrecognizable. As mentioned earlier, when we are interested in cracks the pre-reconstruction
filtering and binning must be kept as low as possible while for surface geometry
characterization, one can use optimum value of smoothing filtering and binning.
2.3.7.2 Image segmentation
Images are needed to be segmented and labeled for possible further quantitative analysis that
is different parts of the image has to be assigned to a different material. Even after filtering,
some slices could not be automatically segmented. The authors therefore have used the magic
wand option, offered by the Avizo software(VSG Inc., Burlington, MA). where certain
regions can be selected manually slice by slice for the 3D image. This results in the most
accurate segmentation especially for bond coat surface geometry. Figure 2-40 shows the
result of the segmented image in addition to the extracted bond coat and top coat surface
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geometry. Following the segmentation, the images can be analyzed for quantified
information. In the following sections of this work, different analyses of TBC
characterizations are discussed.

Figure 2-40. Segmented Images, (a) all three layers with TBC on top (B) the TBC surface geometry
(C) the bond coat surface geometry

2.3.8 Quantitative analysis of TBC and repeatability verification

As mentioned earlier the advantage of the micro CT is the ability to investigate change in the
TBC samples after thermal cycling non-destructively. However one important step is to make
sure the same area of the sample is being imaged. Also if the same sample is imaged without
any change, the procedure has to be repeatable enough to reproduce the same results. The
next sections of this work, show analyses on three sets of imaging data. Images are tried to
be at same exact locations. The first two imaging trials were on sample with no thermal
cycling while the last one is the image of the sample after 40 one-hour cycles at 1121 C.

2.3.8.1 Surface geometry analysis
As mentioned earlier one of the contributing factors to the failure of TBCs is the surface
geometry change of the interface. CT scan is an enabling technology for characterization of
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surface geometry change in the interface. However, in order to quantify rumpling, one has to
make sure that the method is repeatable enough to be able to distinguish the real occurring
surface change with possible variations in parameters due to noise and errors due to lack of
reproducibility of the results. In order to verify the repeatability of the proposed X-ray
tomography technique, we have tried to image the same area of a sample repeatedly and
extracted surface metrics already introduced by other 3D imaging techniques for quantifying
rumpling on bare bond coat samples. Figure 2-41 shows the variation in each surface
parameter during multiple runs and also the variation in parameters after 40 cycles at 1121 C.
Comparing the variations with the surface geometry changes seen one can see at least a 2X
difference. This proves that the X-ray tomography has the potentiality to be used for
quantitative rumpling analysis.
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Figure 2-41- Repeatability analysis for surface geometry change
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Chapter 3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Rumpling Analysis Results
Before any analysis on the surfaces before and after the thermal cycling, it is necessary that
surfaces are aligned or so called ‘registered “on one another to rectify the possible issues of
having different reference planes. To this end, 3D surfaces are imported into the Avizo Fire
software(VSG Inc., Burlington, MA).. Using the software, an affine transformation (which is
a combination of rigid body transformation and scaling)has been computed to align the two
surfaces. The implemented strategy is the minimization of the root mean square distance
between the points of the primary surface to corresponding points on the reference surface
(often referred to as Procrustes method)[62] the corresponding points will be the closest
points on the reference surface in the Euclidean measure. The iteration of this process is
called the iterative closest point algorithm (ICP).The relative RMS (root mean square
difference) has been set to 0.001 in order to have near perfect alignment which leads to up to
40 iterations. Figure 3-1 highlights the necessity of this registration with the surfaces overlaid
on one another both before (left) and after (right) of the alignment.

Figure 3-1- Registration issue of surfaces
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One can see that before alignment (image on the right) the heat treated surface is consistently
higher than the original one. This issue has been fully rectified after the alignment showing a
difference in height that is not biased to one side as one would expect. This gives a visual
indication of the necessity of accurate computation based alignment. The affine
transformation specifications (i.e. the translation, rotation and scaling values) are provided in
table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Alignment specifications

Alignment case
40

hours

cycled

aligned on 0 cycled

Translation (microns)

Rotation

Scaling

X=-0.0310073

Angle=1.62795 degrees

Scaling in X=1.0026

Y=0.135998

Axis vector:

Scaling in Y=0.999285

Z=0.150191

X= -0.99864

Scaling in Z=0.823415

Y=0.0518842
Z=-0.00522461
80

hours

cycled

aligned on 40

X=0.03628

Angle=1.09645 degrees

Scaling in X=0.998378

Y=0.0565648

Axis vector:

Scaling in Y=0.996189

Z=-0.135916

X= 0.356675

Scaling in Z=1.06973

Y=-0.881139
Z=0.310447
120

hours

aligned on 80

cycled

X=-0.228534

Angle=1.80271 degrees

Scaling in X=0.998657

Y=0

Axis vector:

Scaling in Y=0.999846

Z=-0.135768

X= 0.125523

Scaling in Z=0.864282

Y=0.885077
Z=-0.4482
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As expected the scaling only occurs in “Z” (height) direction and this scale factor will be
used in following sections of this section as an overall measure of height change while the X
and Y scaling values are very nearly equal to one indicating very good consistency in
magnification between images. The initial alignment was done using the fiducial mark that
may not even be in the image field in question The use of FIB fiducial mark has led to
minimal translational (less than 1 micron) realignment between the surfaces. The rotation
realignment angles and axes are also rectifying the possible issue of discrepancy in reference
planes and these are also relatively small. It must be noted that the scaling has been reset to 1
after the registration so that real height values are considered for rumpling analyses. After
this step, we can start the quantitative analysis. Figure 3-2 shows the 3D color maps of the
four surfaces ((a) before heat treatment and (b), (c) and (d) are after 40, 80 and 120 thermal
cycles respectively) after the alignment. Though subtle changes between the surfaces may be
apparent to the eye, accurate rumpling analysis requires quantification.
The following sections of this study provide detailed quantification of the surface geometry
change in both 2D (profile analysis) and 3D (area analysis).
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(a) before heat treatment

(b) 40 hours of cycling

(c) 80 hours of cycling

(d) 120 hours of cycling

Figure 3-2- 3D color maps of surfaces before and after heat treatment
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3.1.1 Profiles analyses

The imaging technique explained earlier provides us with height information through the
entire surface and enables us to extract the three dimensional information at any location and
obtain the so-called "profile" of the surface. This information is almost the same as that
obtained from sectioning and profilometry techniques which were used previously to show
rumpling. However, here we have the unique chance to compare profiles of the exact same
region of the sample non-destructively. Another advantage of the method is ability to
examine the profiles in various planes. Figures 3-3, 3-4, 3-5 show the profiles of the exact
same region before and after heating intervals in three different cutting planes, XZ, YZ, and
XY respectively. For XZ and YZ planes,the amplitude parameters and the tortuosity are
extracted as height change was being monitored. However, for the XY plane, where the width
change of features is addressed, the arc length of the curve and the kurtosis are calculated.
This is a unique opportunity to investigate width change in rumpling behavior for the first
time. Tables 3-2 , 3-3 and 3-4 contain the profile parameters corresponding to each plane.
The values of profile parameters in XY and YZ plane suggest that there is an overall increase
in height after 120 hours of thermal cycling of up to 20%. However, after 80 hours of thermal
cycling, one can observe a subtle decrease in parameters. This anomaly is discussed later in
this study.
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Figure 3-3 Profiles before and after heat treatment (XZ) plane

Figure 3-4 Profiles before and after heat treatment (YZ) plane
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Figure 3-5 Profiles before and after heat treatment XY plane
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Table 3-2 Profile parameter XZ plane

Profile
Parameter

After 40

After 80

After120

hours of

hours of

hours of

thermal

thermal

thermal

cycling

cycling

cycling

Before
Definition

thermal

[μm]

cycling

Pq

Root Mean square height of the profile

14.1356

15.8572

14.5728

16.4795

Pp

Maximum peak height of the profile

29.8741

33.1772

31.0086

34.7019

Pv

Maximum valley depth of the profile

16.7677

18.5160

15.8265

16.7505

46.6418

51.6932

46.8351

51.4524

Maximum peak to valley height of the
Pz
profile

Table 3-3 Profile Parameters in YZ plane

Profile
Parameter

After 40

After 80

After120

hours of

hours of

hours of

thermal

thermal

thermal

cycling

cycling

cycling

Before
Definition

thermal

[μm]

cycling

Pq

Root Mean square height of the profile

12.9297

15.5217

13.4346

15.0876

Pp

Maximum peak height of the profile

25.515

31.9111

21.84

29.8051

Pv

Maximum valley depth of the profile

26.5101

35.7243

27.2763

31.3414

52.0251

67.6354

49.1163

61.1465

Maximum peak to valley height of the
Pz
profile
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Table 3-4 Profile Parameters in XY plane

After120 hours
Profile
Parameter [μm]

Before thermal

After 40 hours of

After 80 hours of

cycling

thermal cycling

thermal cycling

Definition

of thermal
cycling

τ

Arc length

6.2959

5.6559

6.1681

5.8360

3.29

4.03

3.22

3.66

Kurtosis(XZ
Pku
profile)

Investigating XY profile in rumpling has been done here for the first time. We can see that
rumpling behavior is not exclusive to height change but also width change. The values here
suggest an overall width reduction of features of almost 10% after heat treatment. Another
way to quantify the width change is looking at the Kurtosis values of the profiles. Kurtosis is
a measure of how a distribution is getting pointier. Figure 3-6 shows the effect of the kurtosis
change (as observed for XY profile) applied on a normal distribution. We can observe that
increase in kurtosis can result in more peakedness of the distribution.
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Figure 3-6 Effect of Kurtosis change in Profiles
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3.1.2 Area Analysis

Although profile analysis can prove the presence of surface geometry change, each profile
contains only the local information of the corresponding cross section. Also, we previously
showed, looking at a single profile doesn’t provide statistically sufficient data for rumpling
analysis (section 2.2) [63]. Area analysis, on the other hand, uses as much information as
possible increasing in the present case the number of data points collected from 460 (single
profile) to 51975 for the area analysis which is more than 100X increase in data density. Also
for structures with complex features, changing in more than one direction, area analysis is
more representative and our previous profile analyses suggest that MCrAlY bond coat
surfaces indeed have such behavior. In addition, changes in profile analyses did not
demonstrate a systematic behavior and area analysis can possibly shed light on the
previously-observed erratic behavior of rumpling. Table 3-5 shows the data from area
analysis as a function of the number of thermal cycles.
Table 3-5 Surface Parameters of the surface before and after thermal cycling

Profile

Value After 40

Value after 80

Value after 120

hours of thermal

hours of thermal

hours of thermal

cycling

cycling

cycling

Value Before
Parameter

Definition
Heat Treatment

[μm]

12.883800

14.700305

13.636348

14.972407

46.353130

56.556570

51.682800

54.975910

depth of the area

36.078930

39.105150

38.557580

40.514110

Maximum height of

82.432060

95.661720

90.240380

95.490020

Root Mean square
Sq
height of the area
Maximum peak
Sp
height of the area
Maximum valley
Sv

Sz
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peak to valley

The interesting phenomenon, requiring further investigation, is the decrease in area
parameters between 40 hours and 80 hours of cycling also already observed in profile
analysis. Looking at the scaling values obtained after the alignment, we can observe the same
trend in scaling values in height direction which can be used as another measure for rumpling
quantification. Although after the final round of heat treatment an overall height change of up
to 27% is recorded (18% from 0 to 40 hours and 14% from 80 to 120 hours), an anomaly can
be observed in second round of thermal cycling. In order to investigate the reason for such
anomaly, possible reasons were investigated. Firstly, the quality of alignment was verified by
imposing shifts to the surfaces and realigning the areas. It was noted that the scaling factor s
are all independent of the initial position and orientation (translation and rotation) showing
the alignment values to be already at optimum. More iterations and setting smaller RMS
values for optimization algorithm did not affect the alignment results either. We then
obtained the SEM micrographs of the sectioned surface.
It has been noted that a recurring feature in the form of deep valleys with voids was apparent
in the cross sections micrographs and these subsequently filled with oxide with thermal
exposure. Figure 3-7 shows one example of void filling.
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Figure 3-7 Void filling with oxide (SEM cross-section)

The presence of such features encourages a volume analysis based on bearing area ratio
curve as suggested by Abbott and Firestone [64]. This is similar to the cumulative probability
density function of the surface profile's height.[65] Figure 3-8 shows a schematic of the
bearing area curve and using the curve one can find what percent of the material is at certain
depth. Figure 3-8 shows how we can obtain the void volume ratio of the surface from the
bearing curve.
Table 3-7 contains the information on volume analysis plotted in Figure3-8. The last row
shows how the ratio of void volumes is changing through the intervals of thermal cycling.
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Figure 3-8 A schematic bearing area ratio curve and volume analysis

Table 3-6 Volume analysis parameters

Parameter

Value Before

[ml/m ]

Heat Treatment

2

Value After 1st

Value after 2nd

Value after 3rd

round of thermal

round of thermal

round of thermal

cycling

cycling

cycling

Vmc

11.3073

12.0202

13.989

12.1672

Vvc

16.5151

19.5092

19.3258

18.4981

Vvc/Vmc

1.46057

1.62304

1.3815

1.52033
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As we can see the void volume ratio has also decreased in the second round of heat treatment
and not elsewhere. This successfully justifies why the overall scaling and also area
parameters have decreased between 40 and 80 hours of heat treatment. The voids are being
filled with the oxide between 40 and 80 hours of exposure and therefore less height change
are observed. It can be seen that as we continue thermal exposure the peaks are growing taller
and therefore the ratio increases which conforms to previous trends seen in scaling factors
and area parameters.
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3.2 Data Sufficiency: How much 2D profile is statistically representative?
The parameters explained earlier are extracted from surfaces using profiles of at least 500
microns in length. To investigate the possibility of existence of characteristic length for
the surface features, the area autocorrelation function (AACF) of the surface was obtained
as suggested in[66] . Figure 3-9 shows the AACF of the surface.

Figure 3-9 AACF of the surface showing the change in autocorrelation with respect to
spacing in X and Y direction

Two parameters can be extracted from Figure 3.9. Firstly the auto correlation length,
commonly known in surface characterization literature as

which denotes the distance

with AACF which has the fastest decay to 0.2 in any direction. The value was found for
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several areas and their AACF and the average was 63.83 microns with small standard
deviation of only 3. In addition Surface aspect ratio,

which is defined in equation 1

below:

The

value of smaller than 0.3 shows directionality and anisotropy in surfaces [66-

68]while the value for the bond coated surfaces were all above 0.5 suggesting the surface

texture to be rather isotropic. This suggests that we can normalize the length with respect
to

to capture a more general notion of the required length. We now discuss how

much data is needed for 2D parameters to correlate with the 3D ones. Figure 3-10 shows
the tortuosity and area ratio values for 60 profiles both before and after the described heat
treatment.

Figure 3-10- Tortuosity vs. Area ratio for 60 profiles (30 mm long)
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It can be seen that the tortuosity values are oscillating around the area ratio values. Also,
if profiles form different locations are chosen, there is a high likelihood of recording an
unrepresentative value for rumpling value. This highlights the need for averaging the
profile (2D) information in order to be closer to three dimensional quantities. Also when
using destructive methods for extracting profiles, the exact same area can’t be imaged
before and after the heat treatment which in turns highlights the need for the use of
multiple or longer profiles. Figure 3-11 shows that averaging at least 50 profiles (each
500-micron long, total of 25 mm) can make the results to converge to at least 90% of area
ratio value for both before and after the thermal cycling making the error to be less than
10%. The obtained required length can be non-dimensionalized as almost 40 times the
characteristic length.

1.325
1.32
1.315
1.31
1.305
1.3
1.295
1.29
1.285
1.28
1.275

Average of turtuosity value
vs no. of profiles averagedbefore thermal cycling
Avergae of Turyuosity
values vs. No. of profiles
averaged- After thethermal
cycling
Area Ratio-WavinessBefore thermal cycling
0

20

40

60

80

Figure 3-11- Converging of tortuosity values to area ratio using averaging the profiles
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Another issue in Figure 3-10 worth mentioning is that the change in tortuosity upon
thermal cycling (that is the difference between the tortuosity values before and after the
profile) is not always positive. In Figure 3-12, the value has been plotted for each profile.
It can be seen that that although, the value is positive 80% of the time which represents an
increase in tortuosity after the heat treatment, there are few instances where positive
rumpling is not observed, showing a decrease in tortuosity value after thermal cycling.

0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

10

20

30

40

-0.05
-0.1

Profile

Figure 3-12- Rumpling value vs. number of Profiles
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50
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70

This emphasizes that, even if we image the exact same location, several locations on the
sample have to be characterized in order to be able to comment definitively on the
existence of rumpling and its value.
Additionally, same analysis has been done for RMS roughness. The RMS values of each
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profile have been plotted for both before and after heat treatment Pq
in (2D
Figure
5.
RMS)-before
thermal

18

cycling

16

Sq(3D RMS)- After thermal
cycling

14

Average of Pq vs. Number of
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thermal cylcing

12

Pq (2D RMS)-after thermal
cycling

10
8
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Figure 3-13 RMS roughness 2D vs. 3D

Figure 3-13 shows a similar study of the RMS roughness. For this quantity a minimum of
60 profiles (each 500 microns long total of 30 mm) are to be averaged for the results to
converge to at least 90% of those of three-dimensional analysis. Again for a more general
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representation, we can calculate the required length as almost 48 times the characteristic
length obtained earlier. However, unlike tortuosity, increased roughness can be observed
in all profiles providing that the exact same area (within 10 microns) is imaged. This
suggests that the value of RMS roughness has increased in all profiles after the heat
treatment. However the fluctuations in RMS values also highlight the need that few
profiles are not statistically sufficient if the same area before and after heat treatment is
not imaged.

3.3 OCT Results (This part has been done with collaborations with
Southwest Sciences)
3.3.1 Imaging of APS and EB-PVD samples

Both of the predominant TBC sample types, APS and EB-PVD, were characterized with
the new FD-OCT system. Imaging results of test coupons are shown in Figure 3-14 alongside
SEM images, which illustrate the differences in structure between the two sample types. The
2000 nm FD-OCT instrument allows the entire thickness of the thermal barrier coating and
the bond coat interface to be distinguished for EB-PVD samples. Unfortunately, the longer
wavelength and optimized selection of index matching fluid still preclude sufficient
penetration of light in the APS samples to image the entire thickness of the topcoat. Even for
an APS sample that has been taper polished down to the bond coat, as shown in Figure 3-14,
there is too much scattering from the TBC to allow 2000 nm light to penetrate.
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The SEM images at the top of Figure 3-14 give some indication as to why the FD-OCT
system is so much more effective for EB-PVD samples. The columnar structure of the EBPVD TBC facilitates penetration by index matching fluid and serves as a wave guide. APS

Air Plasma Spray

Electron Beam – Physical Vapor
Deposition

Figure 3-14 SEM images and OCT obtained

TBCs present a much more highly scattering structure that even the longer operating FDFigure 8 – Imaging of APS and EB-PVD samples. SEM images at top are courtesy of Siemens Power
Generation, Inc.

OCT wavelength cannot overcome. Given the difficulty imaging the entire TBC thickness
with APS samples, EB-PVD samples have been used exclusively in determining a remaining
life algorithm.
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3.3.2

Identification of image analysis metrics

Collected images were analyzed for the following three parameters:
1. Contrast – Signal intensity at the surface of the ceramic bond coat interface relative to
background;
2. Penetration Ratio – Signal intensity at the bond coat relative to the top coat, and;

Figure 3-15 Definition of image analysis metrics

3. Interface Roughness – Defined based on ISO 4287 - 1997.
Figure 9 – Definition of image analysis metrics.

These parameters are illustrated with respect to an FD-OCT B scan of an EB-PVD
sample in Figure 3-15. A post-processing routine was created using IGOR (v6.3,
WaveMetrics) to measure each of these parameters for all collected images. For each A scan
in a B scan (shown in Figure 3-15), a simplex algorithm finds local minima in the vicinity of
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expected interface boundaries. A Gaussian function is then fit to the A scan using these
minima as bounds, and this fitting procedure allows the peak in the A scan associated with a
boundary to be defined at greater than axial resolution. The magnitude of the A scan peaks is
used to evaluate the contrast and penetration ratio. Peak locations for each A scan are
combined for the entire B scan to form en face boundary profiles.
Surface roughness of these profiles is analyzed based on the ISO 4287 – 1997 Softgauge
standard for arithmetic mean deviation (Ra), and root mean square deviation (Rq), and
tortuosity.
3.3.3

Evaluating trends in TBC imaging as a function of thermal cycles

Existing test coupons of EB-PVD samples thermally cycled to various numbers of thermal
cycles leading up to failure were imaged with FD-OCT using both the new 2000 nm system
and the Phase I 1550 nm system. At each operating wavelength, a progressive change in the
three parameters can be observed with increasing TBC thermal cycles, as can be seen in
Figure 3-16. Light scattering in the top coat increases its contrast, which is accompanied by a
decrease in the penetration ratio. Interfacial roughness also increases, which may be a result
of rumpling. As the condition of failure is approached, imaging of the bond coat interface
improves. The segmented definitions of the bond coat interface, from which values for the
interfacial roughness are derived, are also shown in Figure 3-16 (colored lines). The new
2000 nm FD-OCT yields improved contrast and penetration ratio measurements across the
expected lifetime of TBCs, as shown in the depth profiles of Figure 3-16. The increased
penetration ratio offered at 2000 nm facilitates segmentation of the bond coat interface and
measurement of the top coat thickness. These are important improvements, but there is a
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trade-off in axial resolution with respect to 1550 nm FD-OCT, which provides an axial
resolution of 12 µm and yields clearer images compared to 24 microns for the 2000 nm
source.

1.5 mm
2 mm

Uncycled
TBC

70 %
Cycled
TBC

TBC
Cycled
To Failure

Figure 3-16- Changes in FD-OCT response to EB-PVD samples at various stages of thermal cycling

Figure
10 – to
Changes
in FD-OCT
response
EB-PVD samples
at various
stages
of thermalSciences
cycling.
In order
develop
an algorithm
totoestimate
remaining
TBC life,
Southwest

and the University of Connecticut undertook a study of the changes in sensed parameters vs.
TBC remaining life fraction comparing FD-OCT and PLPS results. Four disk-shaped (2.54
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cm in diameter and 0.32 cm in thickness) TBC specimens were supplied by an engine
manufacturer. Based on SEM imaging performed at UConn, for example Figure 3-17A, these
samples consist of ~170-180 µm thick 7 wt.% Y2O3 stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ) coating, a 20-30
µm platinum-modified nickel–aluminide bond coat (Ni, Pt) Al, and a super alloy substrate.
Thermal cycling tests were performed on the sample disks for a total of 200 hours until TBC
failure was reached. Hour-long thermal cycles comprised a 10 minute ramp up to the
maximum temperature (1150 oC), a 40 minute soak, and a 10 minute air quenched cool down
to near ambient temperature. These cycles were repeated continuously over four discrete 50cycle stages. All furnace work was performed at UConn in a CM™ rapid cycle furnace
(C&M Inc. Bloomfield , NJ)

fitted with Microstar™ controller which maintained the

temperature within ± 5 degrees of the set point monitored using a thermocouple welded to the
back of a sample of identical geometry to the TBC specimens.
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FD-OCT measurements (1550 nm and 2000 nm) were first conducted for uncycled
samples and both FD-OCT and PLPS measurements were taken after 50, 100, 150 and 200
cycles in order to measure the stress state of the TGO and the rumpling of the bond coat.

A)

B)

Figure 3-17 SEM images of EBPVD samples used in longitudinal study

final failure showed that these intervals corresponded to 25, 50, 75, and 100% total life of the
TBCs. After the final stage of cycling samples were mounted in epoxy to prevent the TBCs
falling off and SEM micrographs of the samples were obtained (Figure 3-17B). All
micrographs were taken with the FEI quanta FEG 450 in the back scattered electron or
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secondary electron modes. In case of severe charging, images were taken in ESEM mode.
The SEM micrographs clearly show the presence of a ~7 µm thick TGO layer.
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3.3.4

FD-OCT longitudinal study results

At each of the five sampling intervals, FD-OCT imaging was performed on all four test
samples at both FD-OCT wavelengths, 1550 nm and 2000 nm. A total of five transects (B
scans) were taken for each sample at each interval. Figure 3-18 summarizes FD-OCT
imaging throughout the longitudinal study. The depth scale of the images represents a
physical thickness, corresponding to the quotient of the measured optical thickness and an
assumed index of refraction of n=2 for the EB-PVD TBC. Trends in TBC imaging by FDOCT noted in Section 3.2.4 are again demonstrated. The bond coat interface of uncycled EB-

Figure 3-18 FD-OCT of EBPVD TBC samples throughout the longitudinal study
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PVD samples can be seen readily. As the thermal cycling progresses, more scattering is
apparent throughout the thickness of the TBC. Figure 3-18A illustrates the reduction in
contrast and penetration ratio. All images are scaled to the intensity of the uncycled images,
showing how much dimmer and less intense the FD-OCT signal becomes with thermal
cycling. This is almost surely due to the progressive cracking damage occurring in the TBC.
The images shown in Figure 3-19 Aare the same as those in Figure 3-19A, but with the
intensity of each image scaled to maxima within the image rather than to the uncycled
maximum. Here, it is clear that even as the contrast and penetration ratio decrease, the bond
interface is still defined by FD-OCT.
Averaging all A scans across a B scan yields an average vertical profile through the TBC

Figure 3-19 Average profiles of EBPVD TBC samples at each
interval of the longitudinal study as measured by A)1550 nm
112
FD-OCT and B)2000 nm

Figure 13 – Average profiles of EB-PVD TBC samples at each interval of the longitudinal study as
measured by A) 1550 nm FD-OCT, and B) 2000 nm FD-OCT.

sample. Average profiles for the longitudinal study are shown in Figure 3-20. The profiles
show that TBC thickness can be readily measured if the sample index of refraction is
properly calibrated, and also demonstrate the increased penetration ratio achieved by the
2000 nm FD-OCT system. Intensity differences apparent between the two FD-OCT systems
are attributable to lossiness of the scan lens at 2000 nm. The intensity of light reflected back
from the bond interface was sufficient throughout thermal cycling to define the interface at
both FD-OCT wavelengths using the segmentation algorithm. Figure 3-21 shows
representative images from the longitudinal study in the left column, and the same images in
the right column along with the segmented profiles of the top and bond interfaces. Bond
interface profiles are shown in Figure 3-22, which are suggestive of a roughening of the
interface as a function of thermal cycling. This result can be seen more clearly in the
summary of roughness measurements for each of the four TBC samples shown in Figure 323. Also evident in Figure 3-23, the initial roughness of the top interface of the TBCs was too
great to observe any change with thermal cycling.
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Figure 3-20 Segmentation of TBC interface A) 1550 nm FDOCT and B) 2000 nm FD-OCT

Figure 14 – Segmentation of TBC interfaces with A) 1550 nm FD-OCT, and B) 2000 nm FD-OCT

Figure 3-22- Bond interface for A) 1550 and B) 2000 nm FD OCT
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Figure 15 – Bond interface segmentation for A) 1550 nm FD-OCT, and B) 2000 nm FD-OCT
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Figure 3-23 Summary of roughness measurements from each sample A0 1550nm FDOCT and B) 2000 nm FD-OCT

Figure 16 – Summary of roughness measurements made from each sample for A) 1550 nm FD-OCT,
and B) 2000 nm FD-OCT
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An averaged summary of all image analysis parameters is shown in Figure 3-24. The
averaged parameters show little error, with the exception of the top coat roughness,
demonstrating the precision of FD-OCT. Clear trends are apparent in all parameters at both
FD-OCT operating wavelengths. Image contrast and penetration ratio decrease as TBCs are
thermally cycled, while roughness of the bond interface increases. The penetration ratio is
higher for the 2000 nm FD-OCT system throughout the study, and the roughness
measurements are in good agreement between the two FD-OCT systems. However, of all the
roughness measurements, it is only the tortuosity as defined by the 1550 nm FD-OCT that
increases monotonically with thermal cycling.
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Figure 3-24 Average image analysis parameters for all samples as a function of thermal cycling

Figure 17 – Averaged image analysis parameters for all samples as a function of thermal damage

3.3.5

PLPS longitudinal study results

PLPS measurements were made at UConn using a ReinshawRamascope 2000LTM
coupled with a LeicaTM DM/LM light microscope. A 514 nm laser was used to excite the
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fluorescence in the Cr3+ impurity in the thermally grown oxide layer. The laser power was set
to 50 mw. The impurity fluoresces at two distinct peaks located at 14402 cm-1 and 14432 cm1

. Prior to each measurement session a stress free alumina disk was used to calibrate the

microscope. An initial measurement of the alumina disc was taken; the offset of the

Compressive Stress(GPa)

RamascopeTM would be adjusted to place the 14432 cm-1 peak directly on 14432 cm-1 and the
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Figure 3-21 PLPS measurements of TGO stress as a function of life

offset would be recorded. Post calibration, 10 randomly located samples were taken from the
reference
with measurements
their averageof to
usedas as
the zero
stress
Figure disk
18 – PLPS
TGObestress
a function
of TBC
life. measurement for the
measurement batch. The TGO compressive stress vs. percent of life for each sample is shown
in Figure 3-21. This Figure shows that all samples obey the expected linear decline trend in
TGO compressive stress values vs. percent of life. Sample D1 had an aberrant, invalid PLPS
value at failure, which has been omitted from the Figure. The SEM micrograph of D1, shown
in Figure 11, illustrates the justification for this conclusion. It can be explained that D1 has
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passed failure in the third stage of thermal cycling and the fourth round of heat treatment
resulted in formation of new oxides with relatively high stress values. The micrograph also
shows a relatively large separation in the sample, which is consistent with our explanation.
Therefore, we do not consider this point as a valid stress value for the following Figure.

3.3.6

Synthesis of FD-OCT and PLPS measurements

To compare FD-OCT and PLPS results, changes in key parameters were normalized to
their initial values. Since PLPS measurements require the presence of TGO, and cannot be
performed on uncycled samples, they were normalized to the average value after 50 cycles
and an offset was applied to the normalized PLPS trend to investigate relationships between
FD-OCT parameters. As shown in Figure 3-26, normalized change in PLPS measurements
(black trace) is in very good agreement with the normalized change of FD-OCT
measurements for contrast of the bond interface and the tortuosity of the bond interface. The
low variability of these FD-OCT metrics and their strong agreement to the PLPS results,
which have been demonstrated to be related to TGO stress, suggest good reliability in using
the FD-OCT technique as a nondestructive evaluation tool for evaluating the remaining life
of a TBC.
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Figure 3-26 Comparison of normalized change of PLPS-derived TGO stress and FD-OCT derived contrast (left) and
tortuosity (right)

Attempts to obtain in-use parts from prime manufacturers of TBC components were not
successful. Validation of the FD-OCT algorithm on actual turbine components remains to be
accomplished,
but the results
from thechange
TBC-coated
wafer samples
areand
very
promising. The
Figure 19 – Comparison
of normalized
of PLPS-derived
TGO stress
FD-OCT-derived
contrast (left) and tortuosity (right).

validation that interface roughness metrics measured by FD-OCT can be used as a tool to
evaluate TBC integrity suggests that, while the 2000 nm FD-OCT was not capable of
imaging through the entire thickness of an APS TBC sample, FD-OCT may be able to
evaluate the integrity of APS TBCs by examining changes in surface roughness.
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3.4 X-ray Tomography Results of analyzing rumpling under the TBC

Using X-ray tomography, we looked at the rumpling under the TBC system after 40 hours
cycling at 1121 C. The sample with same composition and surface geometry was studied
using Stereophotogrammetry. The results are shown in tables 3-7 and 3-8 below:
Table 3-7- Rumpling results (X-ray tomography) under the TBC

Surface
Parameter

Before thermal
cycling

After 40 hours of
Percent Change
thermal cycling

Root Mean
square height of
the profile

13.08

15.71

20

Maximum peak
height of the
profile

28.79

35.17

22

Maximum valley
depth of the
profile
22.87

31.11

36

Maximum peak
to valley height
of the profile

66.28

28

Definition

[μm]

Sq

Sp

Sv

Sz

51.66
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Table 3-8 Rumpling analysis of bare bond-coat (stereo-photogrammetry)

Surface
Definition

Before thermal
cycling

After 40 hours
of thermal
cycling

Percent change

Sq

Root Mean
square height of
the profile

12.9297

15.5217

20

Sp

Maximum peak
height of the
profile

25.515

31.9111

25

Sv

Maximum
valley depth of
the profile

26.5101

35.7243

34

Sz

Maximum peak
to valley height
of the profile

52.0251

67.6354

30

Parameter
[μm]

The result shows small difference between the rumpling with and without TBC on the bondcoat suggesting TBC has virtually no effect on the rumpling.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions
The conclusions of this work can be divided into two major categories:
A) Methodology Development and B) Rumpling analysis
A) Methodology Development
- 3D SEM Stereo-Photogrammetry, a surface imaging technique which was previously
reported to have 20% error in repeatability, was optimized and perfected by adding
additional steps and modifications to previously known procedure. The optimized technique
improved the repeatability by a factor of 10.
- For Optical coherence tomography, OCT, an index matching liquid was found to improve
contrast and alleviate the scattering issues of TBC due to presence of cracks and voids. The
index matching enabled us to retrieve the surface geometry underneath the TBC and allowed
us to use OCT along with PLPS measurements.
- X-ray computed Tomography (MicroCT) is a powerful technique to be used to image
different regions in TBC however; there are plenty of control parameters without which the
images do not have the quality and repeatability to record change in different TBC layers.
These parameters are optimized for TBC application. Also image reconstruction and image
analysis procedures are optimized for interfacial surface imaging.
B) Rumpling Analysis
Rumpling is a three dimensional behaviior and present imaging techniques and quantifying
measures fail to characterize it and for the case of MCrALY bondcoats establish its existence
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•

The existence of rumpling in MCrAlY bondcoats was established for the first time
and quantified using 3D surface parameters

•

Both Height change and width change was observed and quantified in the coatings
studied.

Anomalies observed in rumpling behavior was explained using volume analysis and bearing
area ratio curve
•

For the first time, the necessary data for sectioning methods of rumpling
measurements was investigated and non-dimensionalized based on the characteristic
length of the surface.

•

Rumpling under the TBC was investigated nondestructively and compared to that on
samples with no TBC. It was shown that TBC does not have a significant effect on
rumpling.

•

OCT was introduced as a new remaining life prediction tool for TBC systems with
Pt(NI,Al) bondcoats.
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